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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze the effects of an

association between Outward Bound schools and twelve high schools.
Outward Bound, a wilderness survival school emphasizing self-understanding and awareness of others through a program of living and working

together, has recently become involved in public and private schools.
The effects of these cooperative programs have in some cases resulted
in changes of curriculum, the climate of schools, and the way material
is taught.

Chapter

I

provides the reader with a background of information

about Outward Bound--its history, practices, and philosophy.

The history

through its
of Outward Bound is traced from its founder, Kurt Hahn,

A description and analysis of the

adaptation and growth in America.

given.
program elements of a standard Outward Bound course is

topic in Chapter II.
The techniques used in this evaluation is the
and firsthand observations
Journals, tapes, interviews, on-site interviews

form the basis for this thesis.

Previous research studies on the effects

were studied.
of Outward Bound on student participants

One further report

teacher-participants was also read.
on the effects of Outward Bound on
initiation of an association between
The motives and reasons for the

subject of discussion in Chapter
Outward Bound and high schools are the
III.

this
often color the results of
The motives for this initiation

association.

Programs have been initiated out of

-student apathy, racial tensions,

a

a

variety of concerns

curriculum,
more experience-oriented

and as a means of introducing some degree of change into a school.

ward Bound, then, is a process which is highly adaptable to

a

Out-

variety of

interests and situations.

Chapter IV is a discussion of the problems of implementation, funding
and over-all support for the Outward Bound program in schools.

The various

means of raising money are described with recommendations for future
funding.

The over-all support of the program is a crucial question if

the program is to become integrated into the total school environment.

Failures as well as successes in terms of how different schools handled
this question are analyzed with some recommendations for future programs.

Chapter V details a case study of the association between the

Colorado Outward Bound School and the East High School in Denver, Colorado.

A 2400- student high school beset with racial tension and violence,

student apathy and impersonality made considerable headway toward the

solution of these problems as its students, faculty and administration

began to incorporate some of the practices and programs of Outward Bound.

A description of these programs and their effects on the school are the
subject of this chapter.

Following the case study of East High School, the impact of Outward
Bound on the other eleven schools is analyzed.

The impact on the schools

on students,
is divided into sections dealing with the effects

and curriculum.

teachers,

Attention is paid to the significance of the Outward

and students, legitimacy
Bound influence on relationships between teachers

of off-campus experience and teaching strategies.
Outward Bound and
Recommendations for future associations between

high schools are covered in Chapter VII.

Questions about how and when

the program is implemented, its growth and content, the different roles

of faculty, administration and Outward Bound staff are considered.

The concluding chapter discusses the over-all implications of Out-

ward Bound's involvement with public and private schools.

It is important

to note that the implementation of an Outward Bound program in a high

school frequently leads the school to an examination of its curriculum,

teaching strategies, and relationships within the school.

Out of this

examination have come some new methods and programs which have provided
changes for both students and teachers.
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INTRODUCTION
Criticism of the schools and the educational process has been extremely

heavy in the last decade.

A number of writers, including parents, students

and educators have articulated their concern with the deficiencies and in-

equalities in our process of education.

Overcrowded classrooms, sterile

classroom curricula, rigid codes of behavior have all been widely exposed
and discussed.

Educators have not been reluctant to examine and revise their procedures.

Innovations have been extensive and impressive in an attempt to

meet the presumed needs and interests of students.

Schools have introduced

experiments in a variety of areas-- flexibility in scheduling and staffing
patterns, student interest-centered curricula, and joint student- faculty

decision-making committees.
Nonetheless, much remains to be done in order to provide quality edu-

cational experiences to our nation's youth and adults.

Educators are more

and more concerned that education speaks to the values and attitudes of

students, to their growth and development into sensitive, knowledgeable
and responsible citizens.

The "affective domain" once frequently overlooked

in the rush to impart technical information and skills, is now a valid

concern of educators.
of
One program which has developed in the last few years in a number

development
schools which deals with this concern for personal growth and
is Outward Bound.

Outward Bound is a process which uses the natural en-

awareness of
vironment to develop in participants a heightened sense of
and compassion
their own potential and an increase in self-understanding

for others.
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Firsthand evidence gathered from personal interviews, observations,
and questionnaires indicates that the influence of Outward Bound in some

schools has been extensive and significant.

Secondary sources of evi-

dence, including reports, proposals, and previous research, also supports
this observation.

The programs may have dramatic implications for the

nature of the educational fare offered by our schools.
the schools has served as a catalyst.

In many cases,

Outward Bound in
it has stimulated

a spirit of inquiry and self-examination which has led to changes in cur-

ricula and in relationships between students and teachers.

It has encour-

aged experimentation in the use of experience as a legitimate vehicle for

instruction and it has fostered a spirit of sensitivity and trust between
students and teachers which is all too often uncommon in our nation's
schools.

As a catalyst, then, Outward Bound programs seem to have been

an effective vehicle for change.

There are numerous theories on how to effect changes within the
schools.

Directives from the superintendent,

o fficers of the Board of

Education, and administrative staff, while well-intentioned, suffer the

disadvantage that these officers are rarely on site in the schools to
implement and oversee the changes they've suggested or ordered.

Tensions

and hostilities between faculty and administration often serve to keep

innovations from being implemented.
from above often suffers due to

As a strategy then, change ordered

a lack

of understanding and support from

within the ranks of faculty.
the
Change agents, consultants, special staff members placed inside

schools are yet another strategy for instituting change.

These members,

of the schools
while in touch with the immediate conditions and problems

3

(as the Board and central administration sometimes are
not)

are neverthe-

less considered by the faculty as something less than full
time regular

certified staff and thus are treated with a degree of skepticism and
suspicion.

Again, changes are not instituted wholeheartedly.

Change from within a school by faculty members is yet another strategy
and is entirely feasible.

Faculty committees appointed or elected to

develop and introduce changes have the potential to institute change.

Dis-

advantages of this strategy include a lack of time permitting faculty members to meet, and/or a lack of money to provide release time for them to

meet
Changes in schools can also be instituted by adopting such process

innovations as modular flexible scheduling and patterns of differentiated
staffing.

These changes, while of a technical nature, often serve to

foster more informal contact between teachers and students.

Frequently

this more informal contact generates a more humane and responsive atmos-

phere within a school.

Unfortunately, changes in scheduling and staffing

are no guarantee that more informal and humane contact between students
and teachers will occur.

For these models to work there must be a strong

element of trust between teachers and students already.

Outward Bound programs in schools seem to overcome many such difficulties because they can involve faculty, students, and administration
in a common venture in which they all can participate on equal terms.

program is highly adaptable to
mented in a number of ways.

a

The

variety of situations and can be imple-

The spin-offs and effects of the program are
The

dependent on the specific needs and interests of the people involved.
that
adaptability and commonality of the Outward Bound idea suggests

it

4

may be

a

particularly effective vehicle for change.

The purpose of this report is to describe and analyze in some
detail
the effects which Outward Bound has had on twelve high schools
across the

United States.
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CHAPTER
OUTWARD BOUND:

I

BACKGROUND

1

The Outward Bound Movement is in part the product of the educational

theories and practices of German-born Kurt Hahn.

Expelled from Germany in

1933, he went to England where he established residence.
a

There he found

climate responsive to his educational ideas and with the financial aid

of Lawrence Holt, he founded the first Outward Bound School in Aberdovey
in 1941.

The school, emphasizing the development of increased self-know-

ledge and realization of inner resources through a program of wilderness

survival and group living, was a response to the immediate need to train

young British seamen to withstand and survive the hazards of naval warfare.
Too frequently, older, more experienced seamen survived these dangers while
the younger ones died.

It was hoped that a program which put young men

through a series of testing experiences would develop in them the strength
of character and will needed to survive.
It is useful to look briefly at Hahn's ideas about education (from

which the Outward Bound Movement developed) before moving to an examination
of the Outward Bound program itself.

Kurt Hahn was primarily a social

reformer who viewed education as a means for developing character.

chief aim was to produce responsible and active citizens.

2

.

His

His concept

Those readers already familiar with the background and practices of
Outward Bound may wish to turn directly to the succeeding chapters which
examine the effects of Outward Bound on high schools. For those unfamiliar
with Outward Bound, it is hoped that the following section will bring an
understanding of the principles and practices of the Movement.
1

Ltd.
^Robert Skidelsky, English Progressive Schools (Penguin Books,
232.
Harmoundsworth, Middlesex, England, 1969^ p.

6

of citizenship was not unlike the Greek ideal of one who is willing
to

serve his community in whatever ways he is capable. 3 Hahn wished to equip
4
his students with the desire, commitment and tools to produce a more hu-

mane community.

In a speech given in 1936, Hahn voiced his hopes for the

role that education might play in improving society.

We believe that present day civilization is diseased, often
sapping the strength of the young before they are grown up, that
he who is meant to serve our civilization must be fortified against
it; that Education can build up protective tastes and habits likely
to provide immunity.

Another speech (given in 1965) indicates his concern that education
deal more with the training of character than with the training of intellect.

The tragic history on continental countries transmits the
warning that we should take heed of Napoleon's words: "The world
is not ruined by the wickedness of the wicked but by the weakness
of the good!" Again and again when disastrous decisions were
taken by German governments in the last fifty years, wise men
retreated in noble helplessness, lamenting events which they could
If we take to heart the lessons of history, we
have influenced.
will regard it as a serious responsibility of schools to build
up nervous strength in the vulnerable, the imaginative, the sensitive by methods which will harden yet spare them, so that they
will be better able to stand the strain which responsible citizenship imposes. 3

John Dewey expressed a similar concern for the affective nature of

education when he asked,
What avail is it to win prescribed amounts of information
about geography and history, to win the ability to read and write

3

4

Ibid. p.

229.

Ibid

232.

.

p.

Hahn, "Speech at Conference at Harrogate", May
Published by Outward Bound Trust, London, England, p. 3.
5 Kurt

9,

1965.
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if in the process the individual loses his own soul; loses
his appreciation of things worthwhile, of the values to which these
things are relative; if he loses desire to apply what he has
learned and above all, loses the ability to extract meaning from
his future experiences as they occur?**

The problems to which Hahn felt education should be more responsive

were the problems of a modern society.

Hahn identifies three basic faults

which he sought to attack in his schools and his Outward Bound programs.
Robert Skidelsky, in his book, English Progressive Schools, summarizes

Hahn's view:
First, he (Hahn) cites ’'soft living" in its broadest sense-the absence of challenges, the permissive environment, the widespread availability of drugs, stimulants, tranquilizers and other
forms of escapism--all of which undermine physical fitness, initiative and self-discipline.
Second, he points to the confused
restlessness of modern life which, coupled with modern techniques
of mass production has undermined skill, care of craftsmanship,
pride in work, and various kinds of creative imagination. Thirdly,
there is the impersonality of the modern state, becoming more
"rationalized" and "bureaucratized" at every point, leading to
the breakdown of any sense of community, of personal involvement
(compassion).
These diseases in combination erode the individual's
sense of personal responsibility; typically they produce apathy,
withdrawal, cynicism, a feeling of helplessness, and social and
moral callousness, which destroy citizenship and place the management of affairs increasingly in the hands of the bureaucrat ^and
and efficiency expert, lacking in humanity and imagination.

Given his concern for the spiritual development of youth and

a

view

that action and experience were the vehicles through which knowledge was

acquired, Hahn started several schools--Salem in Germany in 1919, Gordons-

town in Scotland in 1934, and Aberdovey in Wales in 1941.

The schools

share in common Hahn's view of education through experiences, learning

Dewey, Experience and Educat ion (Collier Books, Collierp. 49.
Macmillan, London, England, 1963)
^ John

Ltd
Skidelsky, English Progressive Schools (Penguin Books,
232-233.
Harmoudsworth Middlesex, England, 1969) pp.
^ Robert

,
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by doing.

Along with academic training, major emphasis is placed on

developing wilderness skills, physical fitness, craftsmanship and
service
to the community.

These elements are present in the Outward Bound Schools

around the world.

A look at Outward Bound in America reveals Hahn's ideals

in practice.
in 1962,
in Colorado.

the first Outward Bound school in the U.S.A. was established

Seven schools now exist in the United States, using a variety

of wilderness settings--the sea, the mountains, the forest.

The typical

Outward Bound program consists of a patrol of ten to twelve participants
led by an instructor and an assistant living and working together in a

wilderness environment for 26 to 28 days.
is given,

Training in wilderness skills

then immediately put to use as the patrols go out on a series
O

of expeditions.
ing,

Initiative tests, rock climbing and rappel, drownproof-

and orienteering hikes are some of the stress activities designed to

encourage the participant to confront his emotional and physical fears.

Through such confrontations, it is hoped that the participant may arrive
at some understanding of himself and expand his ideas of that which he is

capable.

A three-day- three-night solo in the wilderness

is an

opportunity

for participants to reflect on their experiences and examine their values.

tests are essentially experiences in group problemThe group may be presented with a wall 13 feet high or a log
solving.
off the ground with the instructions to get everyone over it. The way
in which the group deals with the problem provides excellent material
The initiative tests are so constructed that the group
for discussion.
Some
must interact and work together if they are to solve the problems.
students
interesting areas of communication are opened as teachers and
problem.
(for instance) begin to work together in order to solve the
states that,
Dr. Douglas Heath in an article in "What's Happening,
they learn
which
in
experiences
learning
"Students need more social
each other.
with
competitively
just
how to work cooperatively and not
Nov.
1970, p. 11.)
Va.
Reston,
("What's Happening', Outward Bound, Inc.,
^ Initiative

,

9

Hahn suggests that periods of aloneness enable a
student to glean the

harvest from his manifold experiences. 9 A diary or journal
is also kept
by the participant during the 26-day course, thus
encouraging the process

of self-examination and reflection.

Throughout the course, emphasis is

placed on expanding one's view of what one is capable, concern for others,
and self-knowledge.

Again the words of Kurt Hahn are useful in summarizing the philosophy
and goal of an Outward Bound experience:

An Outward Bound course can have a transforming effect in a
good number of cases. There will always arise occasions during
the twenty-six days when a boy or girl overcomes his or her fear
and feels deeply for a neighbor who needs help.
That combination
of fear and pity cleanses the soul so the philosophers tell us. 10

—

Let us turn now to a typical Outward Bound course itself and examine
in detail the significance of some of the factors already mentioned.

Wilderness Setting.

The remote wilderness environment has been

central to the operation of the standard Outward Bound Program.

In the

wilderness, the participants are forced to depend on each other for physical survival; the patrol forms a community all its own with each individual

responsible for the well-being (physical, emotional and psychological) of
others.
a shock

The setting is frequently alien to the participant and provides

which may encourage him to look at himself from

Stress.

a

new perspective.

The role of the activities which produce stress is also

fundamental to the Outward Bound philosophy.

Stressful activities in

Robert Skidelsky, English Progressive Schools (Penguin Books, Ltd.,
Harmoundsworth, Middlesex, England, 1969) p. 194.
9

10 Kurt Hahn, "Speech at Conference at Harrogate," May 9,

Published by Outward Bound Trust, London, England,

p.

5.

1965.
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the form of initiative tests, rock climbs, rappel, and other physical

challenges are efforts to show the participant that his potential is

greater than he suspects.

Meeting these stress situations, the partici-

pant develops a feeling that he can do more than he previously realized.
This feeling is often translated into an improved self-image and an in-

crease in self-confidence.

In fact, many of the stress activities repre-

sent little physical risk, but all have components of drama and high

psychological risk.

The role of stress, besides being vital to improving

self-image and self-confidence, is also a significant factor in bringing
a group of individuals together and

concerned community.

welding them into

a

responsible and

Presented with a group problem (initiative test

such as the wall and beam), the group must function together if they are
to successfully solve the problem.

These tests are run very early in the

course, often at the base camp in order to develop the cohesion and unity

which will be needed when the patrol moves further into the wilderness on
expeditions.
lem:

Various roles emerge as the patrol tries to solve the prob-

the leader, the thinker, the helper, the critic, etc.

This process

is fruitful in generating discussions on the nature of group dynamics and

leadership.

The initiative tests are specially designed so that all must

contribute if the group is to be successful in solving the test.

Planning

physical
and cooperation are values involved in the experience as well as

strength.
for
Rock climbing and the rappel are especially potent vehicles

emotional fears.
encouraging trust between individuals and overcoming
up a technical climb,
Tied to the same rope, members of the patrol proceed

each belaying the next in line.

The feelings of trust and concern for

11

the well-being of the individual are powerful ones and useful in
estab-

lishing a base of inter-dependency and mutual concern.

Comments frequently

heard at the conclusion of a climb are similar to those made by the following participants:

"Knowing you are responsible for some one dangling on

the end of a rope is an awesome feeling.

It brings out deep feelings and

thoughts toward a fellow human being, and fosters a feeling of closeness." 11
And "I felt not only my own physical triumph and my moral triumph over
fear, but also very strongly the inter-dependency of all men."

The rappel, too, is an awesome and dramatic event.

12

Backing over the

face of a cliff anchored by a rope held by another also may inspire feelings of self-confidence and trust.

One teacher summarized the feelings

of many about the growth of self-confidence:
I was terribly afraid to rappel down a cliff whose end I
could not see from where I was waiting to go down.
I was very
apprehensive about having the physically weakest person in my
I went through with both situapatrol belay me on a rock climb.
tions and when I was finished with them, I had the greatest boost
that my self-confidence ever had.^

Expeditions, both with and without the instructor,

Expeditions

compose a major part of an Outward Bound course.

It is here that the

skills learned earlier will be put to test; here too, the feelings of

responsibility and concern for others are needed to come through the
The remoteness of the wilderness setting encourages the

expedition.

^Conversations with faculty reported in Glenn Hawkes, Evaluation
of Outward Bound Teacher's Practica
l ^Ibid

.

13 Ibid.

t

p,

9.

,

p.

10.

,

March, 1970, p.

9
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group to solidify, and intensifies the feeling for each other.

Both physi-

cal and emotional needs of the individuals become the concern
of the entire

community.

bilities

.

A premium is placed on working together and sharing responsiIn this setting the defensive social barriers constructed in

civilized society quickly break down and the true nature-- strengths and

weaknesses

— of

the individual appears.

In this atmosphere the individual

may come to some new understandings of himself and others.
Solo

The solo (a three-day-night survival alone in the woods with

minimum equipment) is

a dramatic individual confrontation with one's physi-

cal and emotional fears.

Forced to look within for strength, the individual

frequently establishes a dialogue with himself leading to an examination
of his goals and values.

Self-awareness, self-knowledge and self-actuali-

zation are basic goals of the solo.

Again the individual in meeting and

conquering stress is encouraged to come to a new and deeper awareness of

himself and his inner resources.
The solo is purposefully placed at or near the end of the Outward
Bound experience when the participant has much material for reflection
and analysis.

John Dewey suggests the need for such quiet periods.

There should be brief intervals of time for quiet reflection
provided for even the young. But there are periods of genuine
reflection only when they follow after times of more overt action
and are used to organize what has been gained in periods of activity
in which the hands and other parts of the body beside the brain
are used.-*-^
Later he says that for growth to occur it is important that time be
set aside for reflection.

"To reflect is to look back over what has been

l^John Dewey, Experience and Education ) Collier Books, Collier
p. 63
Macmillan, London, England, 1963 )
.
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done so as to extract the net meanings which are
the capital stock for

intelligent dealing with further experiences.

It is the heart of in-

tellectual organization and of the disciplined

mind."'*'"*

H§ht

It is in this

that the significance of the solo can be seen.

While the programmatic elements just described are common to most
Outward Bound courses, the Outward Bound course is not simply
practices.
to school,

a set of

The setting for the Outward Bound course varies from school
the teaching styles of the instructors vary from non-directive

to directive,

the pace of a patrol varies, and the degree of difficulty

of activities is set to the capacity of the individuals involved.

How-

ever, the fundamental purpose and nature of the course remains the same:
to encourage greater self-knowledge and confidence, and to generate a

feeling of sensitivity and responsibility for others.
The Outward Bound process and its subsequent involvement in schools

might be seen in the context of the growing concern which many educators

have for the "affective domain."

Schools have been continually criti-

cized for their emphasis on the cognitive development at the expense of
the development of personal maturity, self-understanding, and emotional
growth.

The concern has been all too much with the imparting of techni-

cal skills and knowledge without integrating the skills and information

with the emotional development of the learner.

The point that cognitive

development frequently remains apart from "affective" development is

15 Ibid.

,

p.

87.
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made clearly by Gerald Weinstein and Mario Fantini in their book,
Toward
Humanistic Education:

A Curriculum of Affect.

The pervasive emphasis on cognition and its separation from
affect poses a threat to our society in that our educational institutions may produce cold, detached individuals, uncommitted
to humanitarian goals.
Certainly, a modern society cannot function
without ever increasing orders of cognitive knowledge. Yet knowledge per se does not necessarily lead to desirable behavior.
Knowledge can generate feeling, but it is feeling that generates
action.
For example, we may know all about injustice to minorities
in our society, but until we feel strongly about it we will take
little action. A link to the affective, or emotional world of
the learner is therefore necessary. Unless knowledge is related
to an affective state in the learner, the likelihood that it will
influence behavior is limited. °

Humanistic education, then, has as its focus the affective nature
of the learner.

The content of the curriculum is about the feelings,

attitudes and values of the student.

The purpose of the exercise or

unit of instruction is to put the individual in closer touch with his

feelings and emotions.

From this point the learner can begin to deal

with questions of identity, of his relationship to others, and to his
environment.

As he learns to be aware of and to deal with his emotions,

the student grows in his understanding of self and others.

Sensitivity training and encounter groups have developed as vehicles of instruction in the movement to humanize education.

Similar in

goals and purpose to the humanistic curriculum, these groups place their

emphasis on personal growth and self-actualization.

all-important.

Group process is

The group is formed with the idea of the members inter-

acting with each other, and its purpose is to
ess of interaction.

a

great degree this proc-

The focus of these groups, then, is internal rather

Gerald Weinstein, Toward Humanistic Education
27-28
A Curriculum of Affect (Praeger Publishers, New York, 1970) p.
16 Mario Fantini,

:
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than external:

the problems which the encounter and
sensitivity groups

are trying to solve are internal ones.

Within the group, individuals

may try on new behaviors, act out hostilities and
frustrations, and be
confronted by others, and through these procedures become more
aware of
and in touch with their emotions and environment.

Outward Bound is similar in goals and objectives to the humanistic

education movement.

Outward Bound is an attempt to integrate the cogni-

tive, affective and psychomotor into one integrated learning and living

process.

Many of the Outward Bound activities are of

nature and demand thought, intelligence and skill.

a

problem-solving

At the same time,

the activities involve a strong measure of personal confrontation and

interaction with others.
Unlike the sensitivity groups, however, Outward Bound uses an external vehicle to arrive at some internal understandings about self and one's

relationship to others.

Outward Bound is task-oriented.

A problem is

set before the group--a cliff to be climbed, an expedition to be completed,
a rapids

to be run--which is external.

As the group begins to work on

the problem, relationships develop, roles emerge and through this process

of solving the problem, one gets to know something about oneself and how

one functions in a group.

Debate is frequent throughout Outward Bound

as to whether the purpose of the activity is to get over the wall (exter-

nal) or to get to know oneself in some new dimension (internal).

combination of both objectives seems to be the answer.

Some

Discussions on

the group process and interaction are held after the activity has been
run.

16

Outward Bound Schools in this country started as
summer programs for

youths aged 16 to 23.

It soon became clear that even as new Outward
Bound

Schools opened, the program could never reach more than
a few thousand
students per year.

With Joseph Nold of the Colorado Outward Bound School

leading the way, Outward Bound began to seek relationships with
public
schools during the school year.

If the Outward Bound program could be

adapted to suit the needs of a public school program, it would increase
its impact on students by reaching more of them than it could existing

solely as a four-week summer experience.

At the same time, associations

were also developed with industry, youth organizations, camps, and the
government agencies.

Outward Bound ran programs for management personnel.

Peace Corps and Job Corps trainees, and a variety of social work organizations.

Police and black community leaders have attended the Outward

Bound course in an attempt to foster racial understanding.

High school

drop-outs have been enlisted in Outward Bound in an attempt to encourage

more positive attitudes toward self.

Some colleges have also opened up

Outward Bound programs, notably Dartmouth College in New Hampshire, Prescott College in Arizona, Hampshire College, Earlham College, Appalachian

State College (Boone, North Carolina), and Mankato State College (Minnesota).

Thus, it can be seen that the Outward Bound program is a process

which is highly adaptable and speaks to a variety of concerns.
I

do not mean to imply that every individual in one of these Outward

Bound courses has found it to be

a

rewarding and meaningful experience.

It does not always work for all people.

Occasionally participants have

dropped out of a course; others who completed it did not significantly
alter their life styles or values.

Continued efforts need to be made
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to construct activities within Outward Bound which
speak to different

races and socio-economic backgrounds.

problem.

Outward Bound is aware of this

Some staff are trying to adapt Outward Bound activities to

urban settings.

Attempts have also been made to hire instructors from

minority groups.
One way to reach more students was for Outward Bound to initiate
courses for educators, which they implemented in the summer of 1968.
It was argued that if Outward Bound could affect the nature and behavior

of teachers toward more responsive and sensitive ways of dealing with

children, the Outward Bound program could reach more youths and possibly

even have some impact on the nature of education.

Thirty men and six

women attended the first Teachers Practica (course) run at the Colorado
Outward Bound School.

The receptivity and enthusiasm of the teachers

for this course was apparent.

Because of the interest in and success

of the Teachers Practica, it was expanded to 106 teachers in the summer
of 1969 with courses in Colorado and the Dartmouth Outward Bound Schools.
Dr. Glenn Hawkes,

assistant professor of the School of Education at the

University of Massachusetts, led an evaluation of the 1969 Teachers
Practica.

The benefits gained from the Practica appeared both on a

personal and a professional level.

On a personal level many teachers

gained an increased sense of their potentialities, greater confidence,
and learned to relate more sensitively and humanely with others.

To

the extent that a teacher was altered in these directions, he became

more effective teacher.

a

On a professional level the teachers often

transferred the concept of an experiential curriculum to their classrooms

They also tried to incorporate the drama and immediate relevancy
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of the Outward Bound experiences to the methods
they used in their classrooms.

Science courses using the outdoors were an easy
adaption of Out-

ward Bound concepts.

The experiential classroom activities led to closer

relationships between students and teachers as they began to see
each

other in a new light.

In 1970, the Hurricane Island Outward Bound School

in Maine (the only sea school in the United States) was added to the list

of schools offering courses for educators.

through courses.
for teachers.

That summer 200 teachers went

In 1971, Minnesota and North Carolina offered courses

Thus, it is apparent that Outward Bound is becoming in-

creasingly involved in the process of teacher education.

Several colleges

(Colorado State College, Dartmouth, the University of Massachusetts, and

Mankato State College in Minnesota) have all granted graduate credit to
teachers and administrators participating in the Outward Bound course.
In September 1971 Mankato State College initiated a graduate program of

teacher education which utilizes the concepts of Outward Bound as

a

means

of training teachers.

With this background on the philosophy of Outward Bound and its

development in the United States, let us look at the nature of the impact

which Outward Bound programs have had on high schools.
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CHAPTER

II

PROCEDURES

This report is based on information gathered throughout the
school

year 1970-71.

To obtain information for this study and analysis, a

variety of techniques was employed.

In each case,

and observed the various programs in action.

I

I

visited the school

observed classes as well

as Outward Bound programs in an attempt to gain some feeling for the

school.

Lengthy discussions were held with administrators, teachers,

students, parents, and Outward Bound School directors and staff.

Care

was taken in these discussions to ask the same questions of everyone.
The interviewer tried as much as possible to keep his personal reactions

from entering into the discussion.
the interview that

I

It was always made clear throughout

was not there to evaluate or judge a particular

teacher's personal effectiveness.

Reports evaluating the program and

proposals for new programs were read to gather information on the nature,
intent and effects of the program.

Questionnaires were sent to all

participating schools in an attempt to gather further perceptions on
the impact and effectiveness of the programs.

The questions used in

discussion, interviews and questionnaires are appended.

A continuing

dialogue with school administrators, principals, teachers, and Outward
Bound staff was held throughout the fall, winter, and spring by phone,

letter and personal visits.

Much of the material for this report is anecdotal and descriptive;
it includes the views and opinions of a variety of school personnel.

Changes and additions in curriculum as a result of the adoption and
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implementation of Outward Bound activities are noted.

Attitudes and

feelings between students and students, students and teachers
are sub-

mitted.

Direct observations of the activities in operation have also

helped to form the conclusions.

As

I

have listened to students, teachers,

administrators and others, observed programs and reviewed materials
collected,

I

have been extremely cautious in attributing effects to

Outward Bound programs and process.

Schools are complex institutions,

involving both program and personalities, therefore it is not always
easy to identify specifically why and just how they change.
less, due to the extensive personal observations

I

Neverthe-

made, the long con-

versations, the non-evaluative posture, and the caution with which

approached making conclusions,
I

I

I

feel confident in the conclusions which

have drawn.
The purpose of this study then is an analysis of the growth and

impact of Outward Bound -type programs in various high schools across the
country.

Outward Bound has become increasingly involved in educational

institutions and more and more schools are striving to find some means
of providing a more stimulating environment for students and teachers.

Along with an analysis of what impact Outward Bound has had in twelve
high schools. Chapter V represents a special in-depth case study of the

program and effects at East High School in Denver, Colorado.
Throughout the study questions were raised about the history and

background of the Outward Bound program and its involvement in
cular school.
gram?

Who started it?

a parti-

What was the rationale behind the pro-

is
Are there areas within a school where an Outward Bound program

better placed than others?

Subsequently, questions were raised to dis-
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cover what factors encouraged or discouraged growth and
effectiveness of
programs.

Problems of funding and support were examined.

Finally, an

analysis was made of the over-all significance of the program within
the
school.

How did the program affect students, teachers, administrators,

atmosphere, curricula, etc?
The study includes twelve high schools selected primarily because
they represent a cross section of schools involved to some degree with

Outward Bound.

The schools chosen reflect a length of involvement with

Outward Bound varying from one to five years.

The schools reflect urban,

suburban, rural constituents; they include boarding and day, public and

private.

One final note of caution should be mentioned.

Given that these

twelve schools did in fact seek out an involvement from Outward Bound
schools, such a predisposition to change must color the results.

To the

degree that schools were actively and sincerely searching for some new
approaches to education, there was a greater opportunity for Outward

Bound-type activities to effect some influence.

Too,

it should be said

that the Outward Bound experience represents a challenge; it is a shared

advanture, almost a rite of passage.

There is a feeling of success and

achievement, a heightened sense of potential amongst participants whether
they be adults or youths, men or women, faculty or students.

This flavor

effects
of adventure and accomplishment both infects the participant and

the impact within a school.

The reader should keep in mind then that

gained
given this predisposition to change and the sense of accomplishment
in favor of
from the Outward Bound activities, the results are colored

Outward Bound and its impact on schools.
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CHAPTER

III

REASONS FOR INITIATION OF OUTWARD BOUND PROGRAMS

The specific reasons for initiating an Outward Bound influenced

program in schools vary from school to school.

Each school, public and

private, urban and suburban, has its own set of problems and needs.

One

school may be concerned with the lack of initiative on the part of its
students, another worried about racial misunderstandings, and another
feels a need for a program emphasizing environmental

study.'*'

However,

because the Outward Bound program and its goals are adaptable to

a

of situations, a school may have more than one reason for starting
program.

number
a

In addition, beneath the specific reasons for the intervention

of the Outward Bound programs, there is an underlying sense of malaise
felt by the administration and faculty about the quality of education

which they offer.

It is essentially a concern for the quality of re-

lationships between students and staff and a feeling that the traditional

curriculum has failed to reach

a

significant number of students that has

led the schools to adopt Outward Bound programs.

The following are the

main reasons why schools have established Outward Bound-related projects.

lit should be noted here (and emphasized throughout) that although
indeed a
Outward Bound began as a specific set of procedures, it is
should also
It
ills.
of
process which can be applied to solve a variety
from
initiated
been
have
be said that Outward Bound programs in schools
started
schools
of
In some cases the superintendent
a number of sources.
high schools, in others the principal of a school
his
of
a program in one
been to an Outward
established a program, in others a teacher, having
program.
Bound course, returned to his school and started a
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Student to Student Relationships

At Germantown Friends School, the seventh grade year marks the point

where the class takes on additional students.

The division between new

students and old is dramatized by the fact that several of the new students
are from the surrounding community which is largely black.

The new students

sometimes have had difficulty in breaking into a class which is mostly white
and already has existing friendships and relationships.

Also, the school

itself usually represents a dramatic difference from the previous ones

attended by the new students in terms of teaching styles, atmosphere and
academic expectations.

The seventh grade staff felt a need for an innova-

tive kind of orientation session for the incoming seventh grade students.

They wanted to find a meaningful way both to introduce the new students to
the old ones and to provide the class with a set of common experiences

out of which the new students could come to some understanding of the
school.

Some faculty members of the school had heard of Outward Bound

and a few had been either to an Outward Bound course or a workshop on

Outward Bound.

The faculty felt that an Outward Bound project, because

of its emphasis on group process and cooperation, might offer the kind
of experience needed to bring together the new and old members of the
class.

From this point a program was designed whereby all seventh graders

went on a two-and-a-half-day Outward Bound experience in the New Jersey
pine barrens just prior to the opening of school.

Thus, out of a concern

and providing a
for opening the school year with a sense of class unity

staff of Germantown
base for introducing new students to their school, the

Friends initiated an Outward Bound program.
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Racial Tension

At East High School, a large urban public school, racial
tensions

were heightening, especially in the last five years as

a result of an in-

creasing number of black students entering what previously had been an
all-white school.

would become

a

The principal and staff despaired that racial violence

common experience in East High.

A report which was made

by the East High School staff stated that the purpose of the Outward

Bound project was

... to create a greater sense of involvement on the part of the
students with their school community-- teachers other students,
the spirit of East High to build a willingness to commit themselves to their responsibilities, to maximize the opportunities
for understanding in a racially integrated community.

—

,

Joseph Nold, Director of the Colorado Outward Bound School, shares
this view as to the purpose of East High involvement with Outward Bound.

He said, "We came in when East High was really low.

Bob Colwell was

seriously searching for solutions to racial separation and violence."

3

Robert Colwell, the principal of East High, later wrote me that the

Outward Bound program at East High "gave us hope during our dark and tense
days when racial rage could easily have broken into rioting."

4

An Outward Bound program of weekend camping trips, mountain expeditions, and river-rafting trips was started in the hope that it would

produce some measure of understanding between black and white student

^Report to Lawrence Phipps Foundation, on the Outward Bound Project
in East High School, Denver, Colo., Jan. 1969, p. 1-2.

^Conversation with Joseph Nold, Director, Colorado Outward Bound
School, Denver, Colo., Oct. 6, 1970.
Denver,
^Letter from Robert Colwell, Principal, East High School,
Colo., Feb. 19, 1971.
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communities.

Thus, the Outward Bound program was used once again with the

intention of developing more sensitive relationships between students of

disparate backgrounds.

Student-Staff Relationships

Winston Churchill High School in Eugene, Oregon, has been
in innovation of education.

They have initiated

innovations such as modular scheduling, and
cula.

a

a series of

leader

a

technological

new math and science curri-

However, the staff was concerned about the emotional and psychological

growth of the students and was uncertain if these technical innovations
spoke to these ends effectively.

Too,

there was a concern that as the

school experimented with giving more free time, more independence and more

freedom of choice to students, there needed to be an increased level of
When

trust between students and students, and students and teachers.

schools are governed by rules and regulations, it is sometimes easy for

suspicion to develop between students, teachers and administration.

It

frequently takes time and effort and other kinds of innovation to change
that suspicion into trust and respect.

program was seen as

a

Consequently, the Outward Bound

chance to further the individual student

s

growth

in ways which the new curriculum and technological innovations weren

t

doing, and as an opportunity to provide more depth and meaning to re-

lationships within the school.

A quote from the proposal for the Outward

suggests
Bound project, which would involve fifty juniors and six faculty,

education of the
the depth of concern of the program developers for the

Outward Bound proChurchill students and their high expectations of an
gram:
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Technological innvoations such as television, teaching
machines
audio-visual and language labs have provided totally new
learning
opportunities.
Never before has so much been conveyed so well to
so many students.
But the question needs to be asked:
"Is education developing
better people?" Educational reform, by and large, has focused on
conveying facts, imparting information, process, technology, methodology. Much less thought has been given to growth, development,
maturity; to helping young people become more capable, happy, re-'
sponsible, functioning adults; with nonfunctioning students, in
particular, the main problems of education are not academic, but
rather social and psychological.^

The Northwest Outward Bound School in Oregon had already been in

contact with the Churchill School since Outward Bound had funded scholarships for several teachers and students to attend Outward Bound courses.

Consequently, the Outward Bound idea was not foreign to the school; they

saw that the Outward Bound process might very well speak to their conThus, a program was initiated.

cerns.

The proposal included goals for the teachers as well as for students.
It is critical that those who teach be as whole and capable
and confident as possible.
In the face of a burgeoning technology,
a rapidly changing sociology matrix, and a shrinking world, the
beleaguered educator must attempt to educate. This means he must
help prepare his charges for the world, ^he must help them discover
themselves and their places in society.

School, Class Unity

At Webb School, a small boys boarding school in rural Tennessee, a

variety

of

concerns led to the implementation of a program which placed

most of the senior class, the headmaster and athletic director in a pro-

5 Churchill
6

Ibid.

Challenge Proposal, 1969.
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gram run by North Carolina Outward Bound School.

One concern was that

students who were not doing well academically could
gain

accomplishment from the Outward Bound activities.

a

new feeling of

Another concern, and

maybe most important, the new headmaster sees the Outward Bound
course as
a chance to give the students a sense of balance.
at Webb School is highly individualistic,

small classes.

a small

He said, "The program

teacher/pupil ratio,

We need something to balance this individualization.

ward Bound provides an opportunity to bring the students together as

Outa

unit and gives them a commonality of experience." 7 The athletic director

shared this concern for unity and stressed his hope that the Outward Bound

experience would develop in the students

a

heightened sense of responsi-

bility for each other.

Student Initiative and Self-image

Some schools are especially interested in developing Outward Bound

related programs as a means of reaching the "turned-off" student, the

potential or near drop-out.
a

They look to Outward Bound to give the student

positive self-image by showing him that he can be successful, can per-

severe, and is needed by and useful to others.
At the School Within A School (SWAS) and the Mini- School, both parts

of the program at Minnetonka High School in Minnesota, Outward Bound ex-

peditions have been instituted in order to improve the self-concept of
the students.

The students chosen to participate in these programs were

specifically ones:

^Conversation with Kenneth Stuckey, Headmaster, Webb School, Bell
Buckle, Tenn. , Dec. 9, 1970.
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Wh ° Were not comfor table and productive
in a formal classroom
Students in these Programs have intense
person*?
al problems, lack direction and
motivation, and because of low
level of self-confidence are quire unaware
of their potential. Our
experiences have shown an obvious need for
increased
uildmg a healthy self-concept as a prerequisite for attention to
all other
learnings
*

'

^

I

In both SWAS or the Mini-School, Outward
Bound-type expeditions are

used as a means to reach these "turned-off fr students.
At Trenton High School, Trenton, New Jersey, The Action
Bound program
(the name for their Outward Bound program) was specifically
instituted to

deal with "disruptive" students.

wasn

t

"The traditional school curriculum just

reaching these students and we had to try something," said the

Action Bound project director, Phil Costello.

Conservation Leadership

The Sterling School, a small private boys boarding school in Northern

Vermont, has developed an extensive Outward Bound program with expeditions,

classroom study and physical stress as a part of an over-all program in
developing outdoor leadership.

Their general concern with training future

conservation leaders who have had extensive experience in and contact with
a wilderness environment led them to initiate a series of Outward Bound-

related activities.

To quote from their literature:

The School, recognizing the dramatic success Outward Bound
has had in identifying leadership qualities in men and women
created an academic environment which reflected the movement's
roots
.

.

.

.

^

^Minnetonka High School and Outward Bound program description, 1970,
^Conversation with Phil Costello, Director of Action Bound, Trenton,
N. J.

,

Dec.

3,

1970.

^Sterling School literature, 1970,

p.

2.

p. 1.
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The Sterling School staff has adapted and refined
the program so that
it is now available not only to Sterling School
students but to students

from other schools.
Thus, the leadership of the School because of their
admiration for

Outward Bound philosophy and practice, and because of their desire
to
train leaders in conservation, developed a program which incorporated
the
ideals and techniques of Outward Bound into the daily curriculum and

physical surroundings of the school.

Summary

In summary, the reader should be aware of motivations that have led

schools to initiate Outward Bound-related programs.

While some adminis-

trators see the program as a chance to reach the potential drop-out and

academically unsuccessful child, others see it as an opportunity to foster
an atmosphere of acceptance and understanding within the school.

teachers initiate an Outward Bound-type program out of

a

Some

desire to strengthen

the student's sense of responsibility, while other teachers view the Out-

ward Bound model as a means of bringing the curriculum alive.

The program

then is a process to be adapted to the interests and desires of the administration, faculty and students.

The significance of this point is simply

that because Outward Bound is a process it can be adapted by each school
to meet a variety of purposes.
a school

Let me emphasize again that in many cases

would have more than one reason for initiating

a

program.

However, it should be noted that if the program is going to become
an integral part of the school, it should have a broad level of appeal
and support.

If the administrator is thinking about school change or
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reform then the Outward Bound program should be used for
more than one
segment of his school population.
later.

This point will be discussed in detail
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CHAPTER

IV

PRECONDITIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

An Outward Bound program cannot simply be implemented into

a

school

or system without careful planning and consideration of several
issues

prior to the initiation of the program.

Funding, equipment, transportation

and timing are problems which must be addressed and solved before imple-

menting a program.

The success and duration of the program will also be

affected by the degree of support achieved from the faculty, students,

administrators, parents and community.

This chapter will focus on these

problems and suggest ways in which these problems have been handled by
the schools in this study and how these problems might be handled in the
future.

Funding

In a time when school administrators are constantly being told to

cut their budgets, and communities grow less and less willing to pass

school tax levies, any school seeking to establish an Outward Bound pro-

gram must deal with the question of funds.

Inherent in the idea that

the Outward Bound program can become a process which infects the entire
school is the notion that it will need substantial funds.

Funds are

needed for equipment, insurance, transportation, tuition scholarships,
special curriculum materials, staff training, and substitute teacher
salaries.

If the program is to be funded by the school district,

it is

probable that the program will have to be of such significance as to
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replace an already existing program.

It seems unlikely that at the present

time many school districts are willing to add on another
budgetary expense.

Given this financial stiuation, it is of utmost importance that
the Outward
Bound program demonstrate clear and substantial success and that
it gather
as much support as possible from a wide variety of sources.

The amount of funding needed will naturally vary from school to school
and from program to program, depending on the nature of the particular

program.

If a school wishes to build its own initiative test course and

lead canoe and kayak expeditions, it is going to have a major expense for

equipment.

If a school wishes to send fifty students and ten teachers

per year to an Outward Bound school, then it must consider how to raise
the money for tuitions.

If a school simply wants to send certain kinds of

problem students to an Outward Bound school and leave the experience at
that, then they have a program which may not cost much but also may have

only marginal impact on the nature of the school.

ministrators is How do
Bound?

I

The question for ad-

get maximum payoff from an investment in Outward

This is a question of priorities and a difficult one to solve.

The

athletic director must decide whether he should invest his budget into re-

placing the standard athletic equipment a school uses or invest in equip-

ment which could be used to set up an initiative test course--ropes
etc.

,

walls,

Teachers who wish to take students on expeditions must face the cost

of equipment, food and transportation.

The extent to which the Outward

Bound program in a school forces those faculty and administrators involved
to face questions of educational priority is a healthy process.
a
The funding for Outward Bound programs in schools has come from

number of different sources.

Outward Bound Incorporated, the national
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organization which coordinates the efforts of the six
Outward Bound schools,
has solicited and received grants to train teachers from
private and federal foundations.

They have used this money to design programs which are

aimed specifically at the goal of teacher education, and have
raised money
to give teachers tuition scholarships to these programs.

ships are generally about $500.00.)

(Tuition scholar-

At the same time they have established

contact with colleges and universities so that participating teachers can

receive graduate credit for participating in an Outward Bound course.
Individual Outward Bound schools have also loaned or rented equipment
to schools wishing to implement their own programs.

Outward Bound staff

have been made available to these schools to train teachers in wilderness
skills, consult about programs, and assist in writing proposals.

The federal government has supported the efforts of the schools to

construct Outward Bound programs--those which train teachers and those which
construct programs for students.

The Outward Bound program at Adams City

High School, known as "Dare to Care," was financed by the federal govern-

ment over a period from 1966-1970.

A federal grant was responsible for

initiating the program at Trenton High School.

It should be noted that

grants such as these are essentially to plan and initiate programs with
the expectation that the schools themselves will build up the capacity
to sustain them out of their own funds.

Private foundations have also proven to be sources for initiating
Outward Bound programs in schools.

For example, the Phipps Foundation

granted the Colorado Outward Bound School $75,000.00 to develop the "moral

equivalent of the mountain in the city."

It was this grant which was

in East
used by Colorado Outward Bound to initiate and implement programs
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High School.

In this case, the particular grant had unusually
high pay-

offs as it directly led to the formation of the East
High Seminar, a pro-

gram which has had vast impact on the whole school.

A description of

this program is contained in the following chapter.

Some superintendents have allocated resources for equipment and

tuition scholarships for students and teachers in their systems.
noted earlier, funds from school districts are tight and

a

As

program must

prove itself before it is likely to receive much support from this source.
Nevertheless, Concord-Carlisle High School has granted an eleventh month
salary--i.

e,

one-tenth of the year's pay-- for teachers taking part in the

Outward Bound Practica.

The superintendent of the Toledo Public Schools

has been a leader in that system in obtaining funds for student and teacher

scholarships to Outward Bound.

He has received funds under Title

I

of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and has also been resourceful
in attracting money from local municipal groups.

Headmasters and principals of schools have some degree of latitude
to allocate funds from their individual school budgets for Outward Bound

programs.

Frequently their allocations take the form of tuition scholar-

ships for students and teachers to go to Outward Bound School courses,
or funds for the purchase of equipment.

At Webb School,

for instance,

seniors who were unable to finance their tuition to the school program
at the North Carolina Outward Bound School were granted tuition from the

Webb School scholarship fund.

It

should be noted, however, that long-

range, it is unrealistic for a private school to allocate much of its

scholarship money for this one experience.

At Lincoln- Sudbury High

School, the superintendent-principal has allocated resources to the
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physical education department so that they now have
built several of the
traditional Outward Bound school initiative tests on their
own school
grounds.

Principals of the twelve schools in this study have also been

generally helpful in granting release time for teachers to plan and
implement programs.

The role of the principal in clearing away the tradi-

tional restrictions (schedule, passes)

from interfering with the implemen-

tation is a most important one and will be discussed later.

It is enough

to say for the moment that if the program is going to succeed,

it needs

the chief line officer's support in order that petty restrictions do not

keep the program from getting underway.

A further possibility is that schools in the same general locale
might join together and finance a faculty position for someone to initiate
and develop Outward Bound-type programs.

While the financial burden would

not fall on any single school, each would receive some impetus and guidance
in developing Outward Bound programs.

The Hamilton-Wenham School system

(outside Boston) has received federal funds under Title III of the Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act to develop experience-oriented curricula for a number of schools in that area.

Given the present national

financial picture, this cooperative method seems a most reasonable way
of funding the development of Outward Bound activities in schools.

The students, parents and local businessmen must not be overlooked
in the search for financing.

While the students are obviously not

a

likely source of great funds, they have in some cases shown considerable

initiative and ingenuity in raising funds.

One particular funding device

should be mentioned here as it had considerable effect apart from the
fact that it did raise some money.

At East High School, Denver, Colorado,
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the method of raising funds for one specific group
expedition had impli-

cations for the whole school and community.
and its significance,

A description of the device

from the report by the East High teachers involved,

follows

Fund-raising provided the greatest opportunity for interaction,
responsibility, and imagination. The necessary funds for food, expenses and bus rental were raised entirely by the students. Of the
estimated $1200 needed, approximately $1000 was raised through a
marathon which was programmed as follows:
Each student who wished
to contribute toward the trip agreed to run in a marathon of approximately ten miles on a Saturday morning in City Park, adjacent
to the school.
Over 60 participants got other students, parents,
or businessmen to sponsor them at ten cents or more per mile. More
than the prizes and trophies at the end of the race, it was a great
experience for the youngsters in coordinating the effort, soliciting
sponsors, running the race in assorted uniforms and collecting the
funds for the miles covered.
Much good will and interest in the
total project was generated in the community as a result of this
race, especially aided by good newspaper coverage.
Finally, money was also raised for this East High expedition by the

school's Latin American Club who put on

a

Spanish dinner, replete with

entertainment and costumes, for the school community.

The point should

be re-emphasized that funding devices such as the dinner and marathon

bring students and parents together in

a joint

cooperative project which

has significance in terms of sharing responsibility, growth of maturity,
and communication.

It would be my suggestion that no matter how highly

financed a program might be, that some joint student-community effort to
raise money or equipment be included in the design of the project.
Thus it can be seen that in fact money can be raised for initiating

Outward Bound-related programs in high schools.

Nevertheless, for pro-

grams to receive support beyond the initial implementation stage, schools

^Report to Phipps Foundation, 1969.

p.

12.
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will have to find a source of money from within.

It is unlikely that the

organization, Outward Bound, can continually provide
large numbers of

scholarships for students and teachers or at least not
enough to meet
the increasing demands of schools.

Too, private and public foundations

usually assume that after an initial planning and development
grant, the
school will be able to fund the program.

Outward Bound Incorporated represent

a

Consequently, foundations and

finite source.

The question be-

comes then what are the options and alternatives since funding does
represent a continual problem?

It occurs to me that schools having already

established or wishing to establish Outward Bound programs must ask themselves continually how they interpret the program.
For instance, one option is for a district to decide that the Outward

Bound experience is an excellent vehicle for training teachers and only

allocate money for tuitions for teachers to attend the summer Outward
Bound Teachers Practica.

The district might argue that the spin-off in

terms of new curriculum and improved teaching techniques from the ex-

perience will affect the students without having to send both students
and teachers.

Another option is for a school to send

a

very small number of stu-

dents and teachers on an Outward Bound expedition each term in the hopes
that this will bring about some changes toward improving teacher- student

relationships as these participants return to school.
Still another option is for the school to decide to plug the Outward

Bound program into an already existing curriculum in the school.

2

For

For a full discussion of the potential of the Outward Bound course
for training teachers see the paper, Evaluation o f Outward Bound Teachers
Practica of the University of Massachusetts, by Dr. Glen Hawkes.
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instance at Lincoln- Sudbury High School the Outward Bound program is in-

corporated primarily in the physical education program.

Although expedi-

tions which they run need additional funds, they are seen as an integral

part of a relevant athletic program.

At St. Alban’s School,

the Outward

Bound process is incorporated into both the physical education program
as an alternative to formal athletic games,

curriculum.

and also into the science

As part of an eighth grade science unit on the sea, small

expeditions are made to the beach to live and study the ecology of the
coast.

While this option does need money, it has the advantage of the

support of the staff and is not just seen as a peripheral frill.

A further option for an Outward Bound program is for it to demonstrate such success in terms of the desires and expectations of the school

community that it replaces a project already existing in the budget.
Several of the high school programs

I

studied and visited are worthwhile;

but if they are to receive priority in their school's budget, they will

have to attract wider participation from the student body.

In other

words, if the program is effective for 100 students, how do we now make
it a realistic opportunity for 2400 students?

Just considering this

question might result in an examination of school programs which would
be extremely healthy.

One final option occurs and this may well be the most likely.

Once

Bound program and
a few teachers and students have been to the Outward
staff and
have some general level of commitment from non-participating

administration, they must seek ways to design and implement

a

program

of Outward Bound
which incorporates the philosophy and/or techniques
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into their own classrooms or into some already
existing structure within

the school.

This final option leads directly to the question of how one
inter-

prets the Outward Bound process.

If one chooses to see it as a strictly

physical and wilderness experience, then one must raise
amount of money for expedition equipment, etc.

a

considerable

However, if one sees the

process as a potential model for learning, emphasizing experience/action
oriented curriculum or emphasizing group responsibility then these ideas
can be incorporated into a curriculum inexpensively.

For example, a

math teacher returned from a seminar, "A Day with Outward Bound," and
immediately incorporated the notion of groups of three and four students

working together on tests, papers, assignments in an attempt to develop
a sense of concern and responsibility within the students for each other.

Another teacher (science) having been involved in the Outward Bound process required that students have bicycles available so that when the class-

room material could be enhanced by short field trips, they had that chance.
To summarize, the funding of an Outward Bound program in a school
is a major problem which involves not just raising funds but an examina-

tion of what the school is all about, what its priorities are and what
the Outward Bound experience can add.

Much thought will have to go into

the question of how to adapt and interpret the Outward Bound process so

that it is not just a peripheral program for the elect but a process

which is available to all.

Only in this way can an Outward Bound program

have a major impact on the total fabric of the school.
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Support

The problem of funding raises the larger question of general support.

Once beyond the initial implementation stage, the Outward Bound

program, if it is to grow and have a significant impact on the total

educational process within an institution, must receive endorsement from
a number of sources:

the students, parents, faculty, administration and

community.
It was pointed out in Chapter III that since the Outward Bound

process speaks to several different concerns--unmotivated students,

curriculum reform, relationships between races and between students and
teachers--there is reason to believe that the program has usefulness for
all segments of a student body.

In fact,

it would be a

mistake to limit

the program to only one group within a school such as the "drop-outs,"

the mountaineers, or the over-achievers.

As stated earlier, the program

developers should try to expand their programs so that they are available to all students.
In some high schools, limited success and impact of Outward Bound-

related programs can be attributed to

a

lack of faculty support.

Some

programs have had only marginal impact because they have failed to gain
the support and/or enthusiasm of a large number of faculty members.

instance, at Adams City High School the entire faculty was not made

For
a

part of the planning and decision-making process; consequently, the

program never achieved a great deal of faculty support.

They felt that

the Outward Bound program was being foisted upon them, many did not
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understand its goals and some were quite threatened by the presence
of
O

two Colorado Outward Bound staff in the school.

An inordinate amount of jealousy developed among the high
school toward the Outward Bound staff members.
The public school
teachers felt that too much attention was given to the program
and they resented students missing regular classes when they were
participating in our "Dare to Care" activities. This problem
was never fully resolved. More time in the planning of a program
and involvement of the high school faculty would help to overcome
this obstacle.
The problem of how quickly to implement a new program is not a

question to be answered easily.

Obviously, administrators cannot always

wait for full faculty support before implementing

a

program.

It should

be noted, however, that a program such as Outward Bound which represents
a dramatic change from the standard academic curricula will need some

degree of explanation and interpretation if the faculty is to be supportive.

Thus,

early on in the planning and initial implementation stages,

meetings should be held to educate the non-participating faculty members
about the program.

Certainly the program would be more readily accepted

if non-participating faculty members were informed

and involved in the

planning and decision-making process.
The factor of who initiates the Outward Bound program does not ap-

pear to be crucial to the success of the program.

Programs have been

initiated by superintendents, principals, and teachers.

The point is

that no matter who initiates the program, it must receive the support
and encouragement of different segments within the school.

If the

^However, some aspects of the Adams City program are successful,
and still exist today.
School
^Letter from Dr. Stuart, former principal, Adams City High
1971.
Commerce City, Colo., Associate Secretary of AASA, March 2,
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teachers initiate the program and then receive no help
from the principal

m

clearing away some of the petty rules and restrictions,
then the pro-

gram has little chance of success.

On the other hand, if the superintend-

ent or principal starts the program and doesn't arouse
support from the

general faculty, then the program will suffer.

Misconceptions about what the Outward Bound program is and its signif icance for high schools are common.

Frequently,

faculty members fail

to see that the Outward Bound process does have implications for the

academic process.

As one teacher said to me, and this comment is repre-

sentative of this type of criticism, "I don't have time to worry about
self-concept, these kids have got to learn to read and write ." 5 His point

suggests that if Outward Bound programs are to be successful within

a

school, they must prove that they have an academic component or lead

toward academic success, and are not simply a physical or wilderness

program.
Some schools are dealing with this issue and relating the process
to existing class work.

ton, D. C.,

designed.

For instance, at St. Alban's School, in Washing-

an eighth grade interdisciplinary unit on the sea has been

Students share responsibilities, work together, take trips to

the beach to research, study and experience first hand what they have

been talking about in the classroom.

One eighth grade teacher, comment-

ing on the value of the course and particularly on the camping expedi-

tions to the beach said, "We talked about salt marshes, the shift of
sand in class, but now they have a real picture of what we were discuss-

^ Conversation

with faculty member, Trenton High School, Trenton, N.J.
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It means much more." 6 Partially as a result of the
academic success

ing.

of the unit on the sea, St. Alban's now offers a credit course
for its

high school students which involves group study, service projects,
and
expeditions
East High School has also used the notions of Outward Bound to further improve its academic programs.

A Western History course meets almost

entirely in the Denver History Museum.

The students are also assisting

the curator in setting up dioramas with a Black and Chicano focus.

An

Urban Studies course begins by placing the students in the field gaining
experiences out of which they can draw some conclusions and generalizations

.

Given the fact that the Outward Bound program can have academic

relevance and implications for the traditional curriculum, time should
be spent in explaining, defining and interpreting the experience to

faculty members, parents and administrators.

In-service meetings with

small groups of staff working together to make the connection between

experiential education and the traditional or standard curriculum would
be a significant way to introduce the program into a school plus insure
that the program would have some measure of support.
Short day or afternoon demonstrations put on by Outward Bound staff

with faculty participation would further help to explain the teachings
and goals of an Outward Bound program and its implications for high schools.

These participatory demonstrations would be especially useful in getting
faculty and administrators to experience the process, rather than simply

^Conversation with faculty member, St. Alban's School, Washington,
D.

C.,

Sept. 29,

1970.
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get an intellectual or verbal understanding of the program.

office of Outward Bound runs

a

The national

one-day workshop for administrators and

teachers which has been successful in getting across the meaning of
Outward Bound.

One tenth grade teacher from Germantown Friends School en-

joyed the workshop and found that it gave her several ideas for her math
class which she implemented.

She said, "I told Bob Lentz (Education

Coordinator) that the one day with Outward Bound really helped me to

structure my course."

This teacher has since become a strong advocate

within the school of the seventh and tenth grade Outward Bound programs.
Assembly programs in schools and other forms of general publicity
have been an effective means of gaining support for the Outward Bound
program.

Students who have been on Outward Bound courses have given

presentations which have been helpful in raising student and faculty
interest.

Students have also given successful presentations to school

community meetings and parents meetings.

At Lincoln- Sudbury High School,

where there is now a high level of student participation in their Nimbus

program (Outward Bound)

,

students have used a number of different means

to create an awareness of Outward Bound.

Outward Bound presentations

made at various school meetings, display cases, bulletin boards, poster,
yearbooks and school bulletins have all been used to publicize what they

were doing in Outward Bound.

Joe Kleiser, the director of the program,

feels that the publicity has been especially effective in gaining support
for the program.

Over thirty-five teachers have taken part in the seven-

the
day Outward Bound orientation course and seven teachers have been to

Conversation with Joan Countryman, faculty member, Germantown
Friends School, Philadelphia, Penna.

,

Dec. 4,

1970.
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standard Outward Bound Teachers Practica in the summer.

The superinten-

dent-principal, Willard Ruliffson, has stated that the program has been
successful in gaining widespread support.

He told me, "Of all the new

programs which we have, Nimbus has attracted the least criticism or coffee
room innuendoes." g Evidence of this widespread support is the willingness
of the staff to release students in the week-long expeditions which are
the heart of their program.

Reports and evaluations of pilot Outward Bound programs are another

way to raise interest and support for in- school programs.

Several effec-

tive reports have been drawn up by schools, and are available from those
schools.

Each Outward Bound School in the geographic locale of the high

schools involved should keep a file of reports on programs which could

then be shared with schools who wish to have more information.

In this

way, the Outward Bound School might serve as an information center or

clearing house, so that information about the development of programs
could be exchanged between schools, no matter what stage of planning or

implementation they were in.
A final point should be made about the problem of developing wide-

spread support within a school community for an Outward Bound program.
The program developers should make it clear that there are a variety of

ways for people to contribute to and participate in the program.

Some

parents have provided technical advice, others have provided equipment
and some adults from the community have joined the expeditions.

The

enhanced
first program of expeditions at Lincoln- Sudbury High School was

Conversation with Willard Ruliffson, Superintendent-Principal,

1970
Lincoln- Sudbury Regional High School, Sudbury, Mass., Sept. 23,
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by the presence of two officers from the district police
department and
a

reporter from a local newspaper.

is highly desirable.

This kind of community participation

Each Outward Bound-affiliated project might make

available a list of different involvements and commitments from which
interested individuals might choose.

Fund-raising, publicity, trans-

portation, report writing, advising and skill training are just a few

examples of areas in which a program might wish to involve people.

It

should be remembered that some teachers and parents may wish to contribute
to the program, but simply want to find some way other than backpacking

through the woods for a weekend.

Summary

Funding and generating support from within the school community are
important ingredients in the growth of the Outward Bound program in high
schools.

Most important, program developers must seek widespread support

from members of the school and community so that the program receives
fully accepted status.

Consequently, developers should be constantly

aware of the politics within schools of gaining support.

This idea has

implications for the Outward Bound staff as well, as they must be certain
to enter a high school on the school's terms.

While they may wish to

play the role of agent provacateur, they must be concerned that they do
not move too quickly or into areas for which they are unprepared or

unasked.

This point about the role of the Outward Bound School staff

will be taken up later.
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CHAPTER
A CASE STUDY:

V

EAST HIGH SCHOOL

In a study of the impact which Outward Bound has had on high schools,
it is helpful to take an in-depth look at one high school which has had
a long

association with Outward Bound-related programs in its educational

framework.

This examination is helpful in that it will provide the read-

er with a sense of what implications an Outward Bound program might have

for a high school.

here to be used as
compared.

The East High Outward Bound program is not chosen
a

yardstick or a model to which other schools can be

It is chosen with two reasons in mind:

one, its association

with Outward Bound (in particular with the Colorado Outward Bound School)
has been a long one (five years) and this program has had a chance to

evolve and to be implemented; two, East High School itself is especially

representative of the major problems facing American education today.
A public, urban high school large in size, 2500 students, with considerable racial mix--507o white, 40% black, 10% Spanish-American-- it stands
1

in the mainstream of education.

The association between the Colorado Outward Bound School and East
High School grew out of a shared concern for the climate of human relations at East High.

As the school population shifted to include

let me emphasize that having chosen East High School, I
eleven
am not making a negative judgment about the programs in the other
schools used in this study.
'''Again
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an increasing number of black students into what had
been a white upper

middle class school, it was obvious that racial tension was

a

big problem.

Both Joseph Nold (director of Colorado Outward Bound) and
Robert Colwell

(principal at East High) felt that the Outward Bound process with
its
emphasis on group responsibility and group problem-solving experiences

might be useful in alleviating an atmosphere of distrust and fear.

A

$75,000 grant for three years ($25,000 per year) was received from the

Phipps Foundation in 1966 to develop programs which would foster better

human relations.

While the initial motivating force behind the intro-

duction of Outward Bound programs into the school was

a

concern for

relationships between the races, the over-all effect of the program was

much larger.

Once Outward Bound programs were introduced, it was found

that they had implications for student and faculty relations within the

school, and for the curriculum and methods of instruction as well.

It

is important to note that one of the main reasons for the success was

that the chief executive officer of the school, the principal, and the

Colorado Outward Bound School staff understood clearly the concerns

which East High had and structured their activities to satisfy those
needs

The Outward Bound program at East High was implemented in the summer
of 1967 when students and teachers began attending regular Outward Bound

summer courses.

Because of their positive experiences in the summer

courses, these teachers and students encouraged others to take part;
and a considerable level of interest in Outward Bound was raised in the

school.

The association with the Colorado Outward Bound School led to
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a

variety of experimental ventures.

The following six programs indicate

the main experiments.

Outward Bound Courses

Several students who had been identified with leadership potential
and teachers took part in the normal 26-day summer Outward Bound courses.

This cadre of teachers and students, increasing in number each year, re-

turned to East High and introduced other types of Outward Bound-related
programs.

The students were especially responsible for recruiting parti-

cipants for Outward Bound programs and for helping to lead and organize

programs such as expeditions, field trips, etc.

The teachers were ex-

cited by the Outward Bound experience and returned to their classes with
a

new sensitivity and appreciation of the student- teacher relationship.

In many cases they became more aware of the problems and feelings of

students and closer informal relationships developed between teachers
and students.

There is an ease and warmth about the atmosphere in the

hallways at East High which contrasts markedly to the guards, monitors,
and strict regulations enforced in the hallways of many other public

schools

I

have seen.

Students and teachers who had worked, struggled

and played together in a common venture found that the closeness gained

under experiential conditions could be carried over into the academic

world of a large public school.

Teachers also found that out-of- school

experiences could be educational and began to design such experiences.
(As noted earlier,

a full report on the effect of Outward Bound on

teachers can be read in The Teacher Practica Evaluation led by Dr. Glen
Hawkes.)

Teachers were especially helpful in encouraging other teachers
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to become aware of the possibilities of an Outward Bound course;
several

more teachers took part in the Outward Bound Teachers Practica in the
following summers.

The Aufsteiger's Mountaineering Club

A club, varying at times from twenty-five to thirty- five participants,
was formed to introduce the Outward Bound concepts and activities into the
school at a student level.

Mountaineering activities plus first aid, map

and compass, ropework, campcraft, rock climbing, and mountain rescue were

part of the activities run on weekends and after school.

Members of the

Aufsteiger's Club became leaders and organizers of some of the major trips

which are described next.

While the Aufsteiger's Club has been important

in generating more interest and approval for Outward Bound activities,

mountaineering itself is a limited activity as it requires
of supervision, equipment and safety precautions.

a great deal

It was also found that

mountaineering itself had an appeal pretty much restricted to white upper
class youths and thus as an activity did not truly represent the over-all

character of the student body.

Consequently, the faculty and administra-

tion in conjunction with members of the Colorado Outward Bound School

sought to develop other programs using the experiential concepts of Out-

ward Bound which might be more attractive to the minority students.

The

Auf Steigers, though limited in numbers and appeal, have been valuable in
and
terms of their experience in organizing and advising other activities

expeditions
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Vacation Field Trips

A major achievement arising out of the relationships with Outward
Bound has been service field trips to San Felipe, California, and to
Creel in Chihuahua, in North Central Mexico.

Thirty- four students and

nine adults went on the trip to San Felipe to repair some of the damage
to a fishing village which had been ravaged by a hurricane.

Most in

need of repair was the local school which became the center for the

group's activities.

The purpose of the trip to Creel was to investi-

gate the feasibility of further trips to this area to perform service
functions.

The two trips involved many exciting learning experiences--

travel to a foreign area, immersion in a different culture, a feeling

of responsibility for others and development of leadership and organizational skills.

The two trips also were composed of a cross-section of

the school population--racial

,

social, and economic.

This factor pro-

vided a very important outgrowth of the trip, the interaction between
the students of different backgrounds and the students and teachers.

Another result of the program was to suggest to students that they could
become involved in some very vital programs and could achieve something.
Finally, the vacation field trip also helped to legitimize the notion

of out-o f- school experiences as real educational experiences with both

academic and social value.

Partially as a result of the success of

these trips, the East High Senior Seminar was developed.

will be discussed later.

This Seminar
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Academic Field Expeditions

Academic field expeditions were led by various faculty members of
East High in an attempt to enhance and enliven the material which they

were presenting in class.

One of the most successful expeditions was

the Yampa Green River expedition.

ness area of dry rock cliffs.

The Yampa and Green River is

a

wilder-

The rivers cut through layers of sandstone

and limestone to form narrow canyons with 1,000- foot walls.

Geology,

biology, archeology, and history were the academic subjects to be explored.

Apart from the academic studies, emphasis was also placed on

the development of self-confidence,

verance and responsibility.

team involvement, patience, perse-

Thirty students, five teachers and seven

boatmen went on the expedition.

Because students and teachers were in-

volved in a mutual search for answers to academic and social problems,
it was

found that more sensitive relationships developed between them.

These relationships also carried over when they returned to the school
and to some degree affected the climate between students and teachers

generally.

Again teachers came to the realization that academic work

could and did take place outside the four walls of a classroom.

Classroom Curriculum-Experiential Learning

One of the goals of the Outward Bound staff and faculty at East High
inwas to develop curriculum to be used within the school which would

experience-corporate some of the concepts of an Outward Bound wilderness
commitment,
specifically to create a sense of understanding, involvement,

urban environment.
and responsibility toward one's life in a complex

An
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American History course focused on the city, its growth, its
problems,
and potentialities; topics such as race relations, police relations,

housing, education, employment were all studied in the class.

The Out-

ward Bound process
suggested the use of small groups, drawing upon the experience
of the students as a prime educational resource, the use of the
world beyond the classroom to broaden student experiences, planned
activities to maximize interaction between students, and teachers
and students, service activities as a basis of study.
.

.

.

A wide variety of outside speakers provided diversity of point of

view to the course.

Group field trip experiences were an integral part

of the program; students spent time living on a Navajo reservation, and

with migrant laborers.
Greenwood, Mississippi.

Another group spent their Christmas vacation in

While there are encouraging examples of the use

and adaptation of Outward Bound processes, it should be noted that this

coursework is limited to a few classes and thus
of students.

a

relatively small number

However, these examples are especially important for they

suggest what can happen when a staff begins to view education as a process which includes concrete experience outside the confines of the class-

room walls.
Thus, some of the faculty at East High have taken pains to translate

the Outward Bound approach to their classrooms in an attempt to provide
a more student-centered approach,

as well as to bring the academic mate-

rial to a point where it is experienced firsthand by the student.

Once

is an
again, underlying the academic work and experiential processes

emphasis on personal growth and group cooperation.

Bound Project
^Report to Lawrence Phipps Foundation, on the Outward
23.
in East High School, Denver, Colo., Jan. 1969, p.
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Service

Underlying several of the field trips and expeditions taken by the
East High students,

giving service.
in mind.

faculty, and Outward Bound staff is the idea of

The vacation field trips were initiated with service

Several attempts were also made to introduce this idea of

service at school as well as on the out-of-school projects.

Cross-age

tutoring and an emergency first aid group at Denver General Hospital

were two ways in which this idea was put into practice.

This is an ex-

tremely important part of the Outward Bound process; the students have
found that they are worthwhile, and that they can do something helpful
and responsible.

Thus, the association between the Colorado Outward Bound School
and East High School resulted in a number of experimental programs.

Notably through this association teachers and students have become aware
of a number of possibilities for education which heretofore had not been
realized.

A number of teachers also had the opportunity to experiment

and put into practice ideas which they had long harbored but had not had
a

chance to implement.

Field study trips and service expeditions lent

evidence to the fact that education can and does take place off the
school grounds.

A program of physical and emotional stress can be in-

strumental in producing relationships which are trusting, caring and
responsive.

Personal growth in terms of self-knowledge and examination

responsibility.
of values are an important part of a classroom teacher's

attitude
One must be careful not to lay all of these changes in

and programs at the feet of Outward Bound.

served as a catalyst in the school.

In fact,

the program has

The changes are the result of a
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combination of an enthusiastic and concerned faculty,

a

willing to open the way for structural change, 3 and

process (Outward

Bound)

,

a

dynamic principal

which spoke to the immediate needs and desires of the staff.

After taking part in the Outward Bound approach the staff had the ingenuity and insight to adapt this approach to their particular classrooms and personal interests.

Senior Seminar

The six levels of programs just described were key factors in paving
the way for a major innovation in the program of instruction started in

the spring of 1970 and to be repeated spring term 1971--the East High

Senior Seminar.

Briefly, the East High Seminar tries to incorporate many

of the activities and insights of the six programs into one coherent,

unified experience over the course of

a semester.

One hundred students

(seniors) and five contract teachers formed the East High Seminar, as-

sisted by several student- teachers

.

Members of the Outward Bound School

staff acted as advisors to the program.

The program focused on utilizing

such concepts as "full field time study, multi-disciplinary team teaching,

^Once again let me emphasize the importance to the growth of a
program of having the support of the chief line officers, i.e., the
In each high school where the Outward Bound program has
principal.
It is the principal
flourished, the principal has been a major factor.
for students
permission
grant
and
can
schedule,
the
who can shuffle
can clear
who
one
the
is
he
property;
school
and teachers to leave
suppress
to
used
often
are
which
roadblocks
away the numerous petty
Robert
High,
East
of
case
specific
In the
innovations or changes.
the school.
within
Bound
Outward
of
Colwell has been an ardent supporter
board,
school
administration,
His support in dealing with the central
developthe
for
reason
chief
parents, faculty and students has been the
High.
East
ment of Outward Bound-related programs within
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.

and intensive group living."

a

The one hundred students involved were rep-

resentative of the racial mixture of the school.

At least twenty- five

percent of the students were identified as "target" students having college
potential, but who were achieving poorly and lacking in motivation.
of these were Black or Chicano.

Many

The one hundred students were divided

into groups of twelve which were led by full-time teachers, and several

student- teachers

The eighteen-week semester-long seminar was composed

.

of two, two-and-a-half
area of study.

and three-week- long modules, each focusing on one

,

A three-week Outward Bound course began the semester as

a means of injecting a sense of group cohesiveness and trust, which would

be needed throughout the semester if this experiment in education was to

All students took part in the Outward Bound,Navajo Culture, Urban

work.

Design and River modules.

After that the students were free to choose

between Politics and Power or Urban Arts, and Hispano Culture and Space

Technology and Man.
program,

To give the reader a further sense of the total

include a description of the eight modules offered as quoted

I

from the design made by the East High Senior Seminar staff.
1.

Outward Bound

:

(All disciplines) group decisions, problem-

solving; personal growth through meeting vigorous physical challenges
in a strange environment.
2.

Politics and Power:

(Social Studies and English) centered at

comstate capitol building where students met each day at a designated

sessions of the
mittee room; studied governmental process by attending

4 A report on East High Senior Seminar, 1970, p.
5

Ibid.

,

p.

4

1
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legislature and committees, interviewing lobbyists and legislators, attending court sessions and doing independent study projects.
3.

Urban Arts

(Art and Science)

:

a mobile course using the fine

art centers throughout Denver and Boulder; experiences included dance

lessons, impromptu theater, visits to design forums, etc; designed to

discuss the aesthetic city.
4.

Navajo Culture

(All disciplines) a study of the Navajo's

:

herding, rural, non-community culture through a five-day live-in and

three days of academic work at Prescott College.
5.

Hispano Culture

:

(Social Studies and Art) centered at El Centro

Cultural, Denver, the study of a recently urbanized minority culture, and
its roots in migrant agricultural labor; involving a five-day live-in
in the San Luis Valley.
6.

Space Technology and Man

;

(Science and English) using the

various aero-space and technological installations along the front range,
a study of modern technology and its implications for man today and in

the future, heavy emphasis on ecology.
7.

Urban Design

(All disciplines)

:

an investigation of current

physical problems in the design of the city; consideration of day-to-day

operation of the city through its departments; using facilities of Denver
Planning Board, Downtown Improvement Association, Skyline Urban Renewal
as well as city offices.
8.

Green River

:

(All disciplines)

a

twelve-day rafting expedition

National Park;
along the Yampa and Green River system through Dinosaur
geology, ecology,
use of Seminar staff and park rangers to investigate
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paleontology, anthropology, and history of the region; six days in camp
for academic work.

The results of the Seminar have been measured by pre- and post-

attitude tests, opinionnaires

,

parent questionnaires, teacher reports

and student journals and evaluations, tutoring progress and college

entrance records.

It is not

the intent of this chapter to evaluate the

strengths or weaknesses of the seminar, but to suggest the implications
in terms of programming which a relationship between Outward Bound and
a school might have.

The various evaluation procedures and their speci-

fic results are in the full report on the East High Senior Seminar whi ch
is available from East High.

Summarily, the results of the evaluation

indicate that students emerged with a better self-concept, had greater
interest in academic materials, and had more in-depth relationships with
others.

Students felt better prepared for life outside of school as a

result of their in-depth exposure in the

,r

real world."

Measures indicated

that students found the academic material more stimulating when offered
in the seminar.

The drop-out rate of seniors at East High in the tradi-

tional program was 11.5% during the term of the seminar; the rate for

seminar students was 2.2%.

Many of the "target" students became oriented

toward college or vocational schools.

Seventeen were accepted to college.

Parents felt that the program encouraged positive attitudes toward
of
college, and toward improving the community, and encouraged a sense
7

understanding about self.

^

Ibid

,

p.

Parents also felt that students gained greater

7.

^Conversation with Joseph Nold and Robert Colwell, Oct.

6,

1970.
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understanding of others and developed closer relationships with their
peers and faculty.

Faculty members who participated were very favorable in their
evaluations of the program.

They particularly appreciated the chance

to develop new styles of instruction, and to work with their peers in
a

cooperative learning environment.
This reviewer would like to emphasize that along with the positive

effect Outward Bound-related activities have had on the human relations

aspects of the school, the association between Outward Bound and East

High has produced more interdisciplinary programs.

The East High Seminar

described represents such an interdisciplinary effort.

For example,

the Green River trip involved the disciplines of geology, archeology,
ecology, and history.

The Politics and Power unit incorporated elements

from history and English and included consideration of issues such as

urban planning, race relations, and cultural differences.

(St.

Alban's

School and Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High School also have some inter-

disciplinary efforts.)

These interdisciplinary efforts are significant

as they bring teachers together to share ideas and even more important,

students gain a sense of relatedness about the academic material.

Making

connections between oneself and one's past, environment, ideas, values
is what education is all about.

East High School then is a positive example of what can develop

from an association between Outward Bound and

a

high school.

Programs

the nature
have developed at a variety of levels and these have changed

of the school.

of the
It is important to note once again that much

process which the East
success lies in the fact that Outward Bound is a
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High staff molded to meet their particular interests and needs.

Also,

the goals of the staff of East High and Outward Bound were similar.

In

particular, the human relations goals of Outward Bound were the same as
the staff and administration of East High.

Joe Nold, director of the

Colorado Outward Bound School, described their association as

a

good marriage. We provided the skill and ideas at East,
.
and they had the freedom to develop it on their own within the
perimeters of the school. We came in when East was really low.
Colwell was looking for solutions to racial separation and violence.
.

.

Given that we are dealing with an area which is hard to measure
(human relationships, attitudes), nevertheless

I

feel the following

specific conclusions can be drawn about the impact which the Outward

Bound programs have had on the school as

a whole.

Clearly, it has gen-

erated some new and beneficial relationships within the student-body
and faculty.

The programs have affected the values and concerns of

some of the students.

The. racial atmosphere is tolerant and peaceful.

In addition, while observing classes,

I

sensed that many students were

finding something relevant and personal about their work in school.

Controversial topics were discussed openly in class with little of the
fear and silliness which often accompanies these discussions.
also seemed to trust their teachers.

Students

The frequency of contact between

students and teachers after regular school hours and on weekends is an

indication of their closeness.

One measure of the impact of the pro-

similar
grams is that other high schools in the Denver area undergoing
aid of the
changes and problems as East High are now requesting the

^Conversation with Joseph Nold, March

5,

1971.
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Colorado Outward Bound School.

In my discussions with students and fac-

ulty, it was clear that they felt that the various Outward Bound programs

had contributed significantly to the over-all educational program.

The

principal, Robert Colwell, wrote at length to me, describing the impact
of the programs on the school.
1.

He stated:

It /Outward Bound program/ gave us hope during our dark and
tense days when racial rage could easily have broken into

rioting.
2.

It has given many teachers a new perception of the teaching-

learning process. They have lost their fear of being themselves and of becoming personally acquainted with pupils.
3.

Contrariwise, it has disturbed several teachers who are afraid
to let down their protective barriers, but some of these are
beginning to.

4.

It has given us insight into ways of making curriculum relevant without losing a sense of discipline and order.

5.

We have developed a new perception of the role of the field
experience as an integral part of education. The Senior Seminar
... is our consumate illustration.

6.

It has focused on educational goals to the fact that building

confident manhood and womanhood comes first and filling vacuums of the mind comes second.
7.

It has given many students at East the feeling that they are
members of a community which is outgoing, progressive and

cares
Some specific, direct effects of the involvement of Outward
Bound on the school are as follows:

A two period Urban Studies course starts by placing students
organize
in the field and then asking them to extrapolate from and
their experiences.
a.

A Western History Course meets almost entirely in the
about
Western History Museum, where the curator is enthusiastic
Chxcano
and
Black
accepting the help of our pupils to include a
dimension in the dioramas.
b.

every student
A Biology class has as one requirement that
take off on any
have available a bicycle so that the class may
given day.
c.
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d.

An Ecology class has similar flexibilities.

e.
It is not uncommon for teachers to invite members of the
class to join them for an overnight rap session in the mountains

9
.

Summary

The association between Colorado Outward Bound School and East High

School has been a fruitful one.

The programs which have emerged from

this relationship have not only affected the relationship between stu-

dents, and students and teachers, but also have served to challenge the

traditional notions of what constitutes a good education.

I

think it

is in this area that Outward Bound has made its major contribution to

the school.

The programs implemented have served to excite many of the

teachers and at the same time encouraged them to question what they had

been doing in the classrooms.

As Charles Silberman states in his exami-

nation of the schools. Crisis in the Classroom, "Schools fail, however,
10

less because of maliciousness than because of mindlessness."

The fact

that teachers are examining and questioning what they have been doing
in the classroom is a step toward better schools.

On the other side as

the principal suggests, there is still reluctance and resistance on the

part of some teachers to experiment and open up their classrooms.

Further-

directly
more, there is a limit to the number of participants who can be

involved in Outward Bound activities.

(The Senior Seminar only takes

one hundred students per semester, for example.)

9

Also,

some of the

Letter from Robert Colwell, February 19, 1971.

10

(Random House, New
Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom

York, 1970) p. 81.
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standard Outward Bound activities do not always hold great
attraction
for urban minority students, the Aufsteiger's Mountaineering Club,

instance.

for

The Senior Seminar, on the other hand, incorporates and adapts

Outward Bound procedures to involve a variety of backgrounds, interests,
and academic subjects and therefore does hold attraction for black,

Chicano and white students.

To the degree that Outward Bound has suc-

ceeded in opening up some classrooms and has helped to challenge and

question the fundamental base for education at East High, it has made
significant contribution.

a
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CHAPTER

VI

ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF OUTWARD BOUND

The introduction and implementation of Outward Bound-related programs into high schools has had a sizeable and widespread impact on many

of those schools.

The programs have affected some teachers--their re-

lationships with students, the way they teach, the material they use,
and their relationships within the school.

The programs have had some

effect on the curriculum offered at the schools.

Parents, school admin-

istrators and the community personnel have also felt the effects of the

Outward Bound programs.
It is not the intention of this analysis to suggest that all of the

changes to be described are solely attributable to Outward Bound.

Outward Bound programs do not operate in a vacuum within

a school.

The

Other

innvoative programs, plus effective traditional programs and teachers
all operate at the schools used in this study.

However, the Outward

Bound program seems to be a significant factor in changing the schools.

Many of the students, faculty, and administrators interviewed in this
study felt that the Outward Bound programs were directly responsible
for the changes which have occurred in their schools.

In review,

the reader should remember that this analysis is based

primarily on discussions with

a

variety of school personnel, personal

questionnaires,
observations within the school, and a number of written

letters and documents.

Thus, the material is somewhat subjective; how-
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ever, the writer has been very cautious in attributing changes and ef-

fects to Outward Bound programs.

One final word of caution:

the impact of the Outward Bound-related

programs is not the same in all of the schools.

As mentioned previously,

the schools vary in geographic locale, constituency, size, amount of
funds; too, the intentions and motivations of the program initiators

also vary from school to school.

However, it is fair to say that the

following changes and results of the Outward Bound program have occurred
to some degree in many of the high schools studied.

Impact on Teachers

The impact which Outward Bound-related programs have had on indi-

vidual teachers has been significant.

The programs have affected partici-

pating teachers both personally and professionally.

Teachers have found

that they are more sensitive and aware of the concerns and feelings of

students once they have taken part in some Outward Bound-related activity.

Frequently the Outward Bound activity is a new experience for the teacher.
which many
He is thrust into the role of a learner or student, a role

teachers have forgotten.

Often the teachers gain

a

new dimension of

in an
understanding with their students as a result of participating

Outward Bound activity.

Many of the schools have run activities in

by design.
which the students and teachers participate together

The

the wilderness or in
closeness and trust which is developed living in

more trusting relationthe stress activity frequently lead to closer,
ships back in the classroom.

the
These relationships, in turn, affect

have an effect on the amount
tone and atmosphere of a school and also
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of learning taking place.

At a suburban Minnesota high school, a canoe

trip with students and teachers began an experimental class.

The re-

lationships which were built in the woods carried over into the classroom.

One teacher expressed the benefits gained from the trip in this

way, "Your relationship with the kids, that's where the big payoff is.

The trip built relationships which helped me when

I

went to do academic

1

skills back in the classroom."
The tenth grade students and faculty at Germantown Friends School

took part in an abbreviated Outward Bound experience for three days at
the Delaware Water Gap.

They went out of a concern that better communiThough brief, the experi-

cation between students and teachers develop.

ence of camping and undergoing stress together seems to have had some

impact on the relationships back in school.

Students and teachers both

had the chance to view each other in different roles.

One teacher said,

"The Outward Bound experience gave us a basis so that we could discuss
the problems of how we relate to each other."

2

Another teacher stated,

days than
"I found out more about those eight kids in three

year of school ."

3

I

had in a

The head of the Upper School at Germantown some months

had been useful
after the three-day wilderness experience felt that it
in producing better relationships.

He said, "The tenth grade faculty

School,
Conversation with Gerry Cox, faculty, Minnetonka High

Minnetonka, Minn., Jan. 17, 1971.
Germantown Friends,
Conversation with Joan Countryman, faculty,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 4, 1970.
2

Germantown Friends,
Conversation with Bill Clingman, faculty,

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 4, 1970.
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has a much more relaxed, warm feeling about the class as a result of the

experience."

4

The vice principal at Churchill High School in Eugene, Oregon, was

one of six faculty members and fifty students (juniors) who participated
in a twenty-one day Outward Bound program run by the Northwest Outward

Bound School.

He also felt the strength of the program was in the area

of communication between students and teachers.

He wrote,

You know when you're twenty- five
I learned a lot about kids.
or thirty, you really start to wonder how younger people think
teachers should be aware that their role is going to change, that
they're going to be one of the crowd and not the authority figure
they have been. A lot of the kid^ called me John and not Mr. Clyde
and I found it quite comfortable.
.

.

He concluded about the significance of the program, "Educators need to
Out-

listen to young people, to share their thoughts, their ambitions.

ward Bound is a chance for all this.

The barriers get broken down."

6

A teacher also present on the Churchill Challenge spoke of his
experiences
I really
It's good for teachers.
It was a good experience.
was
There
students.
about
stereotypes
I had too many
did learn.
was
he
Here,
nothing.
of
sort
one kid that I had thought was

I saw whole persons
always first. He volunteered for everything.
Here on the
inhibitions.
Society reinforces
for the first time.
cover up
hardly
can
You
challenge, the inhibitions broke down.
protective
my
off
I was able to throw
tiredness or blisters.
I'm a better teacher.
liked me.
kids
the
think
and
I
cloak

Germantown
Conversation with John Emerson, Head of Upper School,

Friends, Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 4, 1970.
Churchill High School,
^Letter from John Clyde, Vice Principal,
Eugene, Ore., March 12, 1971.
6

Ibid.

High School, Eugene,
Conversation with faculty member, Churchill
Ore., Oct. 8, 1970.

.
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The program at Churchill has expanded to include the four high schools
in Eugene.

The schools are now working together on a joint project, which

is significant in itself.

Also, the next Outward Bound trip is being

planned by a joint student- faculty committee.
The superintendent of schools, in Toledo, Ohio, is an ardent advocate
of the Outward Bound process.

He participated in a five-day river-rafting

seminar in Colorado and has been encouraging his faculty to go on the

Outward Bound Teachers Practica.

Several teachers, and many students

have now taken part in some form of Outward Bound experience.

Frank Dick,

superintendent, claims that the Outward Bound experience is more important
for teachers than it is for students.

some spark in the staff.

He said, "Outward Bound has put

It has served to revitalize some people and put
8

some spring in their step."

One of the principals of a Toledo High School (Woodward High) took

part in an Outward Bound course.

He found that, "I can relate much better

now with these young men and women."

9

He has encouraged his teachers to

participate in Outward Bound activities.

Of those who have taken part

he says, "The teachers have learned that learning does take place when

children work with other children.
schools is
Thus, one effect of Outward Bound-related programs in

different context than
to bring the faculty and students together in a

Conversation with Frank Dick, Superintendent, Toledo, Ohio,
Jan.

21,

1971.

High
Conversation with Ted Szelagawski, Principal, Woodward
School, Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 21, 1971.
10 Ibid
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the traditional classroom.

Stereotypes are broken down, and students and

teachers begin to relate to each other in more understanding and tolerant
ways.

As the relationships between students and teachers become more

personal, the learning process is enhanced.

Many teachers feel they can

relate more closely with students and many students feel that their teachers are now human, with feelings, concerns, and sensitivities not unlike

their own.

While this cannot be said for all teachers and students of

any one school, it is clear that as more and more teachers and students
in a given school take part in an Outward Bound-related activity, the

over-all climate within a school is improved.
For a full report on the impact of Outward Bound on teachers, read
the evaluation prepared by Dr. Glenn Hawkes at the University of Massachusetts.

The summary of that evaluation points to the importance of

Outward Bound as a means of stimulating responsive relationships and
innovations within schools:

....

The Outward Bound Teachers' Practica are a valuable and
innovative strategy for teacher education. As this report states,
the Outward Bound experience means a number of things-- it is
individual and collective, thrilling yet reflective, personal
It is an
and professional, fearful yet inspiring confidence.
experience which influenced or changed many teachers' self image
It is hoped that this report, in
and view of their profession.
of
addition to examining the course structure, has captured some
the flavor of a dramatic and enlightening experience.
opportunity
The real purpose of schools should be to provide an
underand
explore
freely
can
and atmosphere in which the student
come to
finally
and
environment
stand himself, his companions, his
book,
his
in
Dennison,
George
grips with his ultimate reality.
schools must cease to be
that
suggests
hildren,
of
C
Lives
The
"places and become relationships." He says,
treacherous and
"Against all that is shoddy and violent and
might propose
emotionally impoverished in American life, we
nc
forward,
conventions which were rational and straightindividuals
treated
both in feeling and thought, and which
,
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with a respect we do little more at present than proclaim
from our public rostrums. We might cease thinking of school
as a place, and learn to believe that it is basically relationships:
between children and adults, adults and adults,
children and other children. The four walls and the principal's office would cease to loom so hugely as the essential
ingredients."
Geoge Dennison is right. True education is based upon relationships, not buildings. The Outward Bound Teachers' Practica,
both through their setting and curricula, emphasize group interaction and personal responsibility and growth. The teacher who
experiences Outward Bound has a good chance to establish meaningful
and sensitive relationships with his students.
Thus, Outward Bound
is a most important vehicle for training the new breed of teachers
so urgently needed in today's education.

Impact on Students

The impact which Outward Bound-related activities has had on some
students has been considerable.

The areas of personal values, individual

initiative and maturity are difficult to measure, yet evidence from personal journals, comments from teachers and parents indicates that Outward

Bound has been a valuable .influence on students.

This report has indi-

cated already the impact which these activities have had on the relationship between students and teachers, so there is no need to repeat.

Many

students have attained an increased sense of potential and accomplishment
from the successes which they have gained in Outward Bound.

This sense

into the
of self-worth and accomplishment is frequently carried over

academic and extra-curricular activities in the school.

Many students

the academic
have found that the Outward Bound activities have made

aspects of school more relevant.

As the academic curriculum incorporates

Evaluation of Outward Bound Teachers' Practica
Amherst, Mass.,
(University of Massachusetts, School of Education,
11 Glenn Hawkes,

1970), pp. 34-35.
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more learning by doing activities, the interest and
participation of
students is increased.
The Outward Bound program at Webb School in Tennessee is
indicative
of the potential for students which this kind of activity might
have.

The headmaster and athletic director, (both of whom accompanied the
seniors to the North Carolina Outward Bound School) initiated the program

in the hope of improving the level of communication and responsibility

between the students.

They found the program helpful; it increased levels

of student concern and responsibility and served to raise the level of

academic achievement.

An English teacher remarked, "The class showed

considerable change in personality, direction and character.
boys there was a distinct, marked academic improvement."

In many

12

Another teacher related that, "They returned more self-assured, confident; they had more direction.

My feeling at the time was that this

Outward Bound experience really helped them get prepared for college."

13

The assistant headmaster felt that the group "returned more thoughtful and generally carried out responsibilities with greater competence

than before."

14

A teacher of history felt that "many of the students disliked school,
but after Outward Bound they seemed to understand school.

They worked

^Conversation with Mr. Walton, faculty, Webb School, Bell-Buckle,
Tenn., Dec. 9, 1970.

^Conversation with Mr. Millholland, faculty, Webb School, BellBuckle, Tenn., Dec. 9, 1970.

^Conversation with Mr. Scott, Assistant Headmaster, Webb School,
Bell-Buckle, Tenn., Dec.

8,

1970.
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more as a unit.

They worked to help each other on studies.

They took

responsibility for eaoh other.
The athletic director, when asked about the effects of the 18-day
program, stated*

The effect of the Outward Bound program was to bring the class
together. They got to know each other and accept each other for
what they were; it was like a family. The students began to recognize and appreciate individual peculiarities. There's never been
a time when things went so smoothly at Webb, after it was over.
The kids really took care of themselves in the dorms and in their
classes. 16
As stated in Chapter V, not all Outward Bound activities have equal

appeal for all students.

Outward Bound activities, when adapted to the

specific interests and desires of those involved, have the potential to
be useful with students of diverse racial, economic and social backgrounds.

A popular image of Outward Bound is that of a program for the white, upper-

middle class, suburban and advantaged.

However, Outward Bound has run

programs for black students from the inner city with somewhat varied
success.

Factors which

limit their success include the alien environment

of the wilderness and a high percentage of white instructors who vary in

degree of sensitivity to the needs and feelings of urban blacks 0

On the other

hand the urban-based Action Bound program directed by Phil Costello (activi-

ties such as service to ambulance units and emergency wards) was highly

successful and attracted and held the participation of a number of urban
blacks.

My feeling is that the concept of Outward Bound can be employed

to work successfully with blacks and whites, suburban, urban and rural

,

rich and poor, but there needs to be much caution and thought about

^Conversation with Mr. Cook, faculty, Webb School, Bell-Buckle,
Term., Dec, 8, 1970

^Conversation with

C.

Hartbarger, Athletic Director, Webb School,

Bell-Buckle, Tenn., Dec. 10, 1970
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how the concept is put into practice.

The concept needs to be adapted

to the interests and feelings of the participants.

The Boundary Waters

Canoe Area in Northern Minnesota may not be the most relevant
place for
an urban black to experience accomplishment or a sense of
responsibility.

One study on the changes in self-concept of participants who went
through an Outward Bound course indicated that background per se was
neither a positive nor a negative factor in affecting self-concept.

Correlations of change in self-concept with background area
indicate there is neither a significant positive or negative relationship.
Background areas include age, race, social status,
residential, education of parents, education of subject and sports
participation. 7
The activities of an Outward Bound nature, then, can prove relevant
to people from a wide spread of cultural, educational and racial back-

grounds.

Differences in racial, economic and social background need not

necessarily impede the implementation of an Outward Bound- type activity,
as long as the needs and interests of the students are given prime con-

sideration.
An example of a program which was successful in meeting the needs
and interests of students of different races and economic status is an

Outward Bound experience implemented for the seventh grade students at

Germantown Friends School in Philadelphia as a means of introducing new
students (many of whom are black) to the rest of the class and the fac-

ulty (primarily white).

The three-day program run on the Rancocas River

The Influence of Outward Bound Experience on the
Boys (unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Adolescent
Self Concept of
1970).
Mass.,
Boston University, Boston,
17 Reigh Wetmore,
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in New Jersey serves as an excellent
vehicle to start the academic year.

One parent commented that "it /The Outward
Bound experience? got the class

off to a happy start for the year." 18
Four months after the experience these remarks
were made by faculty
and students.

A teacher remarked that "the three days gave the
class

whole set of common experiences.

I

river, or the ropes or whatever.

No class has had that before." 1 ^

a

could refer to the experience on the

Another teacher commented, "The experience wasn't long enough
to
develop the sense of group cooperation to the extent

I

wanted, but it

did serve to introduce the new students into the class."

A parent related how much of a difference this kind of orientation was
for her daughter than when her son entered seventh grade.

One teacher com-

mented, "There always seemed to be so much riding of kids before, but generally they now seemed nicer to each other."

21

The comments of the seventh grade students support the views of their
teachers and students.

better."

One said, "It made me get to know people much

22

Another said, "It got me a lot closer to people;

him because he was scared."

I

respected

23

18

Conversation with Pat Reifsnyder, faculty, Germantown Friends,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 4, 1970.
19

Conversation with Larua Waltz, faculty, Germantown Friends,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 3, 1970.
20

Conversation with Marcia Wilcox, faculty, Germantown Friends,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 2, 1970.
21

Conversation with Bill Clingman, faculty, Germantown Friends,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 4, 1970.
22

Conversation with student, Germantown Friends, Phila.

23 Ibid.

,

Pa., Dec. 4,

n
1970.

Still another student remarked, "I really didn't have
any friends
at the beginning of the trip.

During the trip

because you have to help each other."

I

made

a lot

of friends

9/

And finally, one said, "I had the

feeling there were no new people; they weren't new to us."^
Thus, this brief but stressful experience facilitated communication

between students, students and faculty and served to provide

a common

set of experiences from which the school year could start.

Another example of a program which actively involved urban minority
students was the Action Bound Program (their title for Outward Bound) at

Trenton High School in New Jersey.

This program is a conglomeration of

experiences, wilderness survival training, tutoring in academic work,

service work, field trips and weekend outings initiated by Phil Costello
(a former Outward Bound instructor).

Initiated as an attempt to reach

"disruptive non-productive" students, it has been successful in motivating
many students towards more positive self-images and
toward school."

a

"positive attitude

Students labeled as uncooperative held jobs in hospital

emergency wards, and performed with state police and fire rescue squads
as a part of the Action Bound program.

Science study taught through living

in the appropriate wilderness environment took on added meaning and seemed
to increase academic achievement.

A research study performed by two staff

members from Princeton University concluded as follows about the effects
of Action Bound Program:
On the basis of this study, it can be said with confidence
that compared to a matched control group of students, and as a
consequence of Outward Bound training these inner-city disadvantaged

24-Ibid
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students began to develop those attributes of
character which act
as a foundation for achievement and for
mature social participation
Outward Bound training initially captures involvement
through competition and cooperation in exciting physical activities
and focuses
upon the pedagogical effects of social participation.
After such
training there was a significant change in the attitude
of Outward
Bound students (a) in regard to themselves--perceiving
themselves
as more active, stronger, and generally more positive
and less
alientated; (b) in regard to others, a greater tendency to
see
peers and teachers as more positive and helpful; and more positive
attitude toward participation; (c) in regard to the possibility
of
their reaching general positive goals and a more mature goal
orientation expressed by greater flexibility of means.
In addition,
the relevant teachers perceived Outward Bound students as being
more positive in general, as showing a greater interest in helping
others and as developing a greater capacity of self-assessment
(indicated by their greater responsiveness to criticism by the
teacher) 2 °
It should be mentioned that while this study indicates the potential

and success of an urban based program using some Outward Bound ideas, the

Action Bound program was ultimately discontinued when the federal funds
were exhausted.

The content of the program was relevant to the students,

but the faculty and administration viewed it as a peripheral project, not

applicable to other than disruptive students.

This example suggests the

danger, as mentioned in Chapter IV, for programs of having no broad base

of faculty support and/or a program based on the abilities of one person.

While not relating directly to this analysis of the impact of Outward
Bound on high schools, it is worth mentioning a study on the effect of

Outward Bound on the rate of recidivism of delinquent boys (ages 15-17)
committed to the Massachusetts Youth Service (the Kelly and Baer Study)
I

cite the study to reinforce the notion that Outward Bound is a process

Schroeder, Robert E. Lee, "Effects of Outward Bound
Training on Urban Youth," (Princeton University, 1968).
26 Harold N.
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which can be meaningful to a variety of people from differing
backgrounds
and can be used to a variety of ends.

The purpose of the Massachusetts

study was to determine the effectiveness of Outward Bound in
reducing the
rate of recidivism as opposed to the traditional training school experience.

Sixty students were sent to Outward Bound schools (Experimental

Group) while sixty were sent to the traditional training school (Comparison

Group).

The results indicated twenty percent of the "Outward Bound" group

were returned to an institution while thirty- four percent of the Comparison
Group were returned.

Kelly and Baer summarized:

In general, all the subjects improved in their self-concept
and in social attitudes as measured by the Semantic Differential
and The CTesness Inventory
These results suggest that for
some delinquents an Outward Bound experience is a desirable short
term alternative to traditional institutional care and is an effective means of promoting positive change
It seems that
Outward Bound provides an opportunity to improve self-concept among
adolescents and in this way achieves one of its stated goals.

....

....

'

Finally, each of the schools used in this study could furnish numerous examples of students who have been influenced by the activities of

Outward Bound programs.
a

The faculty and parents each offered stories of

certain student who performed poorly or was non-communicative prior to

the Outward Bound experience.

After having participated in the experience

the student returned more responsible and more productive.

I

have pur-

posefully chosen not to include many of the "war stories" or anecdotes
as it is not the purpose of this paper to study effects of Outward Bound

on individual youths.

The ones cited have been chosen to suggest some

Kenny and Daniel J. Baer, Outward Bound Schools ajs
Bo^s
an Alternative to Institutionalization for Adolescent Delinquent
(Outward Bound, Inc., Andover, Mass., 1968), pp. 89-92.

^Francis

J.
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of the dimensions of the influence which an Outward
Bound program might
have.

It might be mentioned again that the impact
which Outward Bound

has had is not singular; it does not affect only students.

Each program

infects the total school community directly or indirectly
as it influences
students, teachers, and administration.

Changes are made in the climate,

relationships, and curricula as these people who have participated
in
some type of Outward Bound experience return to the school environment.

Impact on Curriculum

As the Outward Bound programs have affected the quality of the re-

lationships between students and teachers, they have also made some con-

tribution to what is taught in the schools and the way it is taught.

More

and more, educators are realizing the value of experience-oriented acti-

vities as a means of teaching the academic curriculum.

As well as enhanc-

ing the academic material, .experience activities have a social value in

terms of developing student initiative, responsibility and class unity.

Personal values, self-examination and growth now become

concern in the classroom.

a

legitimate

St. Albans School in Washington,

D.

C., has

initiated a unit on sea ecology for eighth graders, which involves

a

weekend trip to the beach where the students study, collect and classify
samples, and do service work for the wildlife refuge.
and eight teachers are involved.
its experiential nature,

Sixty students

The importance of the unit apart from

is that it is a multi-disciplinary unit taught

by the math, science, English and government teachers.

Not only does

this unit bring teachers together, it also involves students from different

grade levels.

The sixty eighth graders are divided into patrols which
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are led by students from the high school.

While this is a small program,

it is significant in that the sea unit
serves to introduce concepts such

as cross-disciplinary curriculum,

team teaching, cross-age-student com-

munication and field experience.
At St. Albans a handful of teachers have also initiated
what they
call the Voyagers Program, which serves as an alternative
to the physical

education class.

Kayaking and rock climbing are some of the activities

in which students participate.

As an alternative to the traditional

physical education program, an Outward Bound activity has a great deal
to offer.

The activities are dramatic, challenging and stressful, yet

demand no unusual amount of coordination or training.

Any number can

play, and in most cases the expense for equipment is not high.
At Lincoln- Sudbury High School in Massachusetts, the influence of

Outward Bound programs was first strongly felt in the physical education
department.

All five members of the physical education staff have parti-

cipated in the Outward Bound Teachers Practica during the summer.

Their

involvement in the Practica has changed their concept of physical education.

While retaining the traditional team sports, the staff now offers

a great number of wilderness activities.

The students and staff have

designed and built on the campus several of the obstacles used by Outward
Bound in their initiative tests.

Tire swings, ropes, the wall and beam

are now a part of their physical education equipment.

One and two-week courses are available throughout the year for
teachers and students.

Instruction in wilderness skills, rock climbing

and expeditions are all part of these courses.

student and faculty interest and participation.

There has been high
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In addition, all students in the tenth grade
take a nine-week course

entitled Outdoor Pursuits.

The course includes the initiative tests,

ropes course, woods rescue, snowshoeing, cross country
skiing, and dis-

cussions.

With the addition of this special course, plus the
added

Outward Bound activities, the physical education staff feels
that they
are servicing more students than before.

They also find that their real

concern is with instilling positive attitudes about the outdoors and
physical exercise generally rather than the traditional notion of simply

performing exercise and building teams.

Enjoyment and understanding of

the outdoor environment are key goals of the department.
In addition to having an impact on the physical education curriculum
at a number of schools, Outward Bound-related programs have frequently

led to changes in the academic curriculum.

The Outward Bound programs

have served to legitimize the notions that learning takes place outside
the four classroom walls and that experience can be a regular and useful

vehicle for instruction.

As mentioned already,

takes place, in part, at the sea.

the Sea Unit at St. Albans

Other examples include Trenton High

School where the science department this spring took their students on
several trips in an attempt to help them arrive at some new understanding

of a variety of different outdoor environments around Trenton.

The pro-

gram included both academic study of the area as well as well as experience living in that environment.
At Concord-Carlisle High School in Massachusetts,

several teachers

have taken part in the Outward Bound Teachers Practica over the last two
years.

The guidance counselor reported that amongst the teachers who

have been on Outward Bound, "There is much more interest in the values
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and emotional concerns of the students." 28 One teacher,
in particular,
has focused his course on a search and examination
of the values of the

student
At Lincoln- Sudbury High School some changes in the curriculum
have

taken place, plus some additions.

The Home Economics department, for

example, offers a course in survival cooking.

Several of their courses

are also beginning with three to six-day camping trips as a means of

creating a sense of understanding and sensitivity between the students
and instructors.

One of the most dramatic examples of Outward Bound-related curriculum
is to be found at the Sterling School in Vermont.

Outward Bound philosophy

and practice is readily apparent throughout the program at Sterling School.

The head of the school plus several of the staff have been to the Hurricane
Island Outward Bound School and there is a long-time friendship between
the head of the Sterling School and the director of the national Outward

Bound organization, Joshua Miner.

Out of these associations, a number of

The physical education program largely

interesting innovations have grown.

centers around training in wilderness skills.

Initiative tests, hikes,

shelter and fire building, winter camping and rescue form a large part of
their athletic program.

Short expeditions and overnight camping trips

are held throughout the year.

This physical education program is in part

a reaction against the standard physical education course.

The headmaster

^Conversation with Tom Curtin, Guidance Counselor, Concord-Carlisle
High School, Concord, Mass., March

8,

1971.
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said, "Boys generally don't get enough physical
exercise.

education classes try to entertain the kids.

Most physical

Most of the physical educa-

tion programs are inadequate to the needs of the students." 29

The academic program reflects a great interest in developing
leadership in conservation.

This interest is not a sop to the current environ-

mental fad, rather the school actively searches for faculty trained in

conservation studies.

The head of the school feels that the main responsi-

bility of Sterling School is to foster the growth and development of

conservation leaders.

He says:

Our study of conservation is more than just a survey. We try
to integrate conservation leadership into our total academic program.
We study the history of conservation, the use of public media and
what the available resources are for solving some of our environmental problems. This is our reason for being. We have to offer
something different from the public schools.
I think we have a
chance to offer something valuable.
In keeping with its emphasis on environmental education and wilder-

ness training, the entire school (fifteen faculty and one hundred and ten
students) takes a three-day camping trip in Northern Vermont.

Students

are divided into patrols with faculty members as advisors and a senior

student as leader.

Much of the training in wilderness survival and wood-

land ecology is put to test at this time.

This winter trip is an extremely

important part of the Sterling program as comments from the faculty attest.
One said, "It's the heart of the school, it's what makes the place go."

^Conversation with John Stebbins, Headmaster, Sterling School,
Craftsbury Common, Vt., Feb. 25, 1971.
^^Conversation with W. Bermingham, President, Sterling School,
Craftsbury Common, Vt., Feb. 25, 197.

31
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Another commented that the trip had great carry over for his
classroom when he said, "Success on the winter trip is often followed by
improved achievement in the classroom."

Another said, "The boys realize

their limitations, they gain a great respect for the awesome power of
Nature, but they frequently find that they can do much more than what

they thought."
The headmaster, who also teaches an English class, spoke of the
social importance of the trip.
In the woods, new associations grow, the faculty sees kids in
new light.
I know in my own class, the kids found that I was
competent in the woods, and in particular one boy found that I
really did like him, which is something he didn't realize in my
English class.
a

The notion of service is also evident at Sterling.

year (for one week) students are released to perform
in some community.

Three times a

a service project

"It's important for them to accept a responsible role
35

and see that they can and are useful," is the justification for this

aspect of the program according to the headmaster.
This year. Sterling School now offers what they call the Short

Course in keeping with their basic idea of offering instruction in en-

vironmental education and leadership.

The Short Course is a three-week

"^Conversation with faculty, Sterling School, Vt., Feb. 25, 1971.

^Conversation with Steve Wright, Director Bounder Program, Sterling
School, Craftsbury Common, Vt., Feb. 24, 1971.
q/

Conversation with John Stebbins, Headmaster, Sterling School,
Craftsbury Common, Vt., Feb. 25, 1971.
35

Ibid.
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course in outdoor leadership, run by the staff and students
at Sterling
for students from other schools.

Given the natural setting of the school,

and the talents and interests of the Sterling faculty, the
president and

headmaster feel that offering this type of instruction to the public schools
is part of the responsibility of the independent school.

The three-week

course, run in all seasons, offers both academic instruction and field

experience.

Activities vary with the season, but all courses "include

physical training, survival techniques, forest-fire control, conservation
studies, Northern woodland ecology, nature study, photography and home-

school academic lessons in the classroom."

36

(The home-school academic

lessons allow the students to help keep up with the work going on back
in the school which they regularly attend.)

The Short Course has had an immense impact on the Sterling School
students.

The public school students (the course is also open to girls)

add flavor and diversity, a dimension not always present in an independent
school.

The head of the program relates that, "When we have the Short

Course going on, the school is a different place; our kids aren't locked
into the same faces each day."

37

More important, the Sterling School students serve as assistant
instructors to the Short Course participants.

Twenty- two to twenty- five

participants. Sterling students, instruct in fire-building, shelterbuilding, map and compass work, and orienteering.

On the value of the

36 Sterling School, Academic Short Course in Outdoor Leadership,

1970.
37 Conversation with Steve Wright, Director Bounder Program,
School, Craftsbury Common, Vt., Feb. 24, 1971.
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students serving as instructors, Steve Wright, the
head of the program,
says

The biggest impact is the boys being teachers in our Short
Course.
They're put in a different position-- that of a teacher.
They have the major responsibility. Here's a patrol and a job
to do, teach them how to do it.
We get much more out of the boys
this way--they think about others, care about others, and really
begin to look at human relationships in a way thev don't when
they're simply fulfilling the role of a student.
Thus, the Short Course is a dramatic innovation in a variety of ways.

First, it arises out of a concern that an independent school provide a

service or opportunity to public schools.

Second, the Short Course itself

is innovative as a combination of both academic classroom work and field

experience.

It is aimed at developing attitudes and leadership potential

as well as understanding and knowledge.

Third, the Short Course places

students in charge of teaching and assisting other students,

a

notion

which runs contrary to the way many American classrooms are run.
In addition to the features described as indicative of the impact

which Outward Bound philosophy and practice has had on Sterling School,
one further outgrowth of this association with Outward Bound is the solo.

A three-day, three-night period alone in the woods for all seniors

at

Sterling just prior to graduation is required; it is seen as an opportunity
to reflect on the value of their education as well as to use the outdoor

skills developed during their enrollment at Sterling.

While this report has not meant to dwell excessively on the Sterling
School Bounder Program,

I

think it is justified in that the school has

philosophy
been affected in so many areas as a result of the Outward Bound

38 Ibid.
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and practice.

The reader should be cautioned that Outward Bound,
the

organization, is not directly associated with the Sterling
School.

How-

ever, Outward Bound philosophy and practice, introduced
by a few members

of the school, have met with a receptive and concerned faculty
and con-

sequently the program has grown in such
school, its character and program.
I

a

way as to infuse the total

To make this point completely clear,

quote from the Sterling School Literature.
In 1962 Sterling School, a non-profit boys boarding school,
grades nine through twelve, in Craftsbury Common, Vermont, inaugurated a new educational approach of physical and mental challenge integrated into a college-preparatory curriculum; by 1964
it had committed fully its faculty and students to a program which
shared the philosophy and some of the techniques espoused by the
world-wide Outward Bound movement
It has always made clear
that no official relationship exists between the School and Outward Bound, however, its admiration and respect for the success
of that unusual organization remain firm, and the educational
concepts shared by l^th form a cornerstone of the Sterling philosophy of education.

....

In summary,

it can be said that the Outward Bound movement has had

a dramatic impact on Sterling School.

The philosophy of the school as

well as its practices represent many of the ideas of Outward Bound.
An association with Outward Bound has also had widespread influence
on a number of aspects of the Adams County High School in Commerce City,

Colorado.

Although there were tensions between the Outward Bound staff

and faculty, several new and imaginative programs were implemented and

although Outward Bound is no longer officially involved in the school,
its thought and practice has left a lasting influence.

As previously stated, Outward Bound is a process which can be used

and interpreted in a variety of ways.

Introduced for one particular

Leadership,
"^Sterling School, Academic Short Course in Outdoor
(1970), p. 1.
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reason, the program may have effects on other aspects
of the school than

originally intentioned.

The program once implemented frequently affects

both students and teachers, curriculum, methods of teaching,
and extra-

curricular activities.

At Adams County High School, Outward Bound tech-

niques were introduced into the school as a means of building the selfimage of the students, many of whom were identified as potential dropouts.

The "Dare to Care" program (term used for programs initiated in

the high school faculty and Colorado Outward Bound School) was originated

by Dr. Stuart, superintendent of schools, and Joseph Nold, head of Colorado

Outward Bound School:
Dr. Stuart's original premise was if the Outward Bound program
could inspire young men to overcome adversity through development
of inner strength and character through conquering adversity, could
some of the same concepts be employed on a high school campus and
taught to high school boys who were not motivated sufficiently by
the existing curriculum to remain in schggl or to achieve at a very
high level if they did remain in school.

Some $84,000 was initially awarded under Title III "to make a frontal

attack on the high school's major problem of improving attitudes toward
themselves

/^the

unmotivated student^/ and toward school work by designing,

developing, and setting in motion an action-oriented curriculum, inte-

grating components of the Outward Bound program."

41

Over the four-year period (1966-70) in which the project was funded,
$285,000 was awarded by the federal government.

The faculty of Adams

City with the advice and assistance of the staff at Colorado Outward
Bound School initiated a number of new programs.

Programs included com-

40 Final report. Title III, "Dare To Care," Adams County School
District, 1970, p. 5.
41
Ibid.

,

p.

6.
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munity service projects, wilderness trips, an English
class on the Art
of LOving, drownproofing and water safety techniques,
an action approach
to American history. Mountaineering and Hiking
Clubs.

In particular,

seven programs are still continuing which originally grew
out of the

association between Outward Bound and Adams County High School.

A brief

description of those programs follows to give the reader some idea
of
the variety of results which the association between Outward Bound
and
a

high school can produce.

Yampa River Trip,

Fifty-two students and twelve educators spent

four days on the 75-mile river trip.

being covered in

a

conservation class.

The trip related to academic work
In addition,

students assumed

major responsibility for planning and equipping the expedition.

Comments

from staff indicate that the human relations dimension of the trip was

quite significant:
One of the trip's strong positive factors was becoming closely
acquainted with school personnel that I may only see during a
faculty meeting. Under the stress and the rush of the river going
by, everyone spoke their minds without the distractions of school.
This carried over to the boys also, where both teachers and students
saw each other dif ferently^ Many boys had never seen a classroom
teacher without a necktie.

An evaluation performed by staff at the Colorado State University
has determined that some students have been persuaded to stay in school
as a result of their participation on the trip, several have an increased

level of self-respect, and many have improved attitudes toward teachers
and other students.

^Progress Report, "Dare

to Care" Program (July 1967).
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Mountaineering.

Several types of mountaineering expeditions and

activities were held as part of the "Dare to Care" program.

Weekend

camping trips and one 21-day expedition in the mountains
formed the core
of the program.

Mountain search and rescue, rock climbing, rappell, and

survival techniques were all taught.

Much of the training for these

trips and expeditions took place on the school campus.

According to

the staff, the program has been successful in terms of raising the self-

image of the students and giving the students a sense of accomplishment.

The staff is generally enthusiastic about these activities, but is reserved because of the relatively small number of students and teachers

involved (sixty- five students, ten teachers).

Mini-Programs.

Funds were made available for teachers to implement

small innovative programs.

One teacher purchased a short wave overseas

receiver and encouraged students to take it home in the evening and keep
a log of stations received..

The idea was to encourage students to take

an interest in world events.
This program, implemented on the sixth grade

Science Enrichment.

level was designed to familiarize the students with the variety of en-

vironments, in and around Denver.

In addition, it was hoped that the

students would be more appreciative and aware of the need for conserva-

tion of natural resources.

One of the reasons for this program's

importance is its emphasis on study taking place outside the traditional
school classroom.

Community Service Programs.

The intent of the community service

program is to increase the level of self-image and confidence of the
participating students.

Over four hundred students (high school) work
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each day in several different community programs--Headstart,
orphanages,

homes for the retarded children.
Special Occup ational Needs.

The Special Occupational Needs program

was designed for low-achieving boys and girls to investigate
existing
jobs in and around Denver.

the job sites.

Classes took place at school as well as at

Work experience was also received at those sites.

The

intent of the program was to impress upon the students the need for cer-

tain qualifications in order to perform a job.

Employers in the community

provided part-time jobs and training as part of this program.

Homecraft House.
and attention.

This project has received considerable publicity

Special education students under the direction of one

teacher took upon themselves the renovation of
a

a

run-down house.

Over

nine-month period the students refurbished and refinished the house.

As well as learning a great number of job skills, the students gained
an increasing measure of self-confidence and sense of accomplishment which

their classroom experiences had not afforded them.
Finally, then, the association between Adams City High School and

Colorado Outward Bound has had an impact well beyond its original design.

Outward Bound is no longer involved in the school, yet its thought and

practice influence the school's current programs.

What began as an at-

tack on the under-achieving student has had ramifications on the total
school community.

Dr. Thelma Damgaard,

assistant superintendent of

schools, suggests the wide impact that the "Dare to Care" programs have
had.

the implications of the "Dare to Care" program are much
greater than we had originally thought. We have concluded that
the challenges and adventure of such activities as mountaineering
.

.

.
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and rescue work are not the only factors which
change the attitudes
and behaviors of young people.
Our observations cause us to think
that such action programs have been productive because
they necessaril V bring about interactions between teachers and
students.
We
think now that an action-oriented program has great
significance
not only for the non-motivated but also the earnest, hard-working,
motivated and competent students. Recognizing this, we wish to
explore the possibility of breathing new life into the standard
areas
of curriculum, such as the Social Studies, English, Speech and
Drama by making these subjects both "action and interaction oriented."^ 3
In light of their experiences with the "Dare to Care" program, the

final report concludes with a set of recommendations, three of which are

especially noteworthy.
it

it

it

2.

The concepts of extending the boundaries of the classroom should
be useful in the teaching of all types of subjects within the
curriculum.

3.

That teachers be encouraged by the results of the projects to
further employ the concept of closer interaction with their
students both within the curriculum and outside the formal
curriculum.

it

5.

it

it

The students of the school district should be constantly made
aware of the necessity of expanding their educational horizon,
beyond the classroom and to the necessity of knowing their
teachers on a basis of sharing experiences^gn a different plane
than straight pupil- teacher relationships.

Thus, it can be seen that once started, the Outward Bound program

can lead to changes throughout the school.

One further program bears

mention as an example of the impact which Outward Bound can have on
school program.

I

have already mentioned the changes in the physical

education program at Lincoln-Sudbury High School in Massachusetts.

43 Final Report, Adams City High School, October 1970, p.
44 Ibid.

,

p.

a

20.

8.

Many
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faculty outside the physical education department have
become interested
and enthused about the potential of Outward Bound for their
own use and
a new course of study was offered in 1971-72.

Lincoln- Sudbury High School

offered an alternate semester program for juniors and seniors
(fifty)
based somewhat on the East High Senior Seminar described in the previous
chapter.

The alternate semester, designed both by faculty and students,

began with a 25-day Outward Bound experience.

Reflecting the idea of

experience as a vital factor in stiumlating the learning process, other
components of the alternate semester included building

a

structure on

some property in Vermont, two live-in experiences--one in the city and

one in a rural area--and a study of some aspect of the environment.

Simi-

lar to the East High program, concrete experiences were supported by

academic disciplines--writing, reading, computation.

At a time when

educators are searching for techniques to inspire students to find meanings their education and in their world, this program seems a dramatic

step in the direction of creating opportunities for students to gain

such an understanding.
In summary, Outward Bound and related experiential activities can

have a powerful impact on school communities.

To some degree it has

facilitated understanding within the schools and brought

a

heightened

sense of responsibility and a concern for others to many students and
teachers.

Attempts have been made to expand the curriculum to include

activities which incorporate experiences as a vehicle for learning.
Values, emotional growth and development have also become part of a

student's classroom experience.
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CHAPTER VII
RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the contention of this evaluator that the effects
resulting

from an association between Outward Bound and the high schools are
quite

beneficial.

Some general conclusions will be drawn about these effects

in the final chapter.

The previous chapter cited a number of examples

of the direction which an association between Outward Bound and the high
schools might take.

The reader should be cautioned that this analysis

does not claim that in Outward Bound lies the solution to our nation's

problems of education.

Outward Bound represents one part of

a solution

and when implemented it can lead toward the humanizing of schools.

There

is no question that the schools used in this study have felt the impact

of their Outward Bound programs.

centers

of humanism and learning.

This is not to say that all have become
Some of the programs are still small,

some of the teachers are still fearful, some of the students are dis-

interested, some of the programs have died.

However, in all the schools

there are some teachers and some students who are better for having been

involved in Outward Bound or a related activity.

What follows then are

some recommendations and criticisms which might be useful to schools and

Outward Bound staff.

These recommendations are suggested in the hope

that they will help improve the quality of the relationship between Out-

ward Bound and high schools.
Bound need each other.

The public and private schools and Outward

The schools provide the testing ground, the

reality tests for the innovations and ideas which the Outward Bound
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schools seek to implement, and Outward Bound
can supply the school with
ideas and a process which may begin to solve
some of their problems.

Imposition of Philosophy

Outward Bound should be careful not to impose its philosophy
on
the schools with which it is associating.

on the terms of the school.

They should enter

a

school

Each school has its own set of needs and

interests and Outward Bound should tailor its program to fit those needs
and interest.

Schools are frequently slow to adopt change and although

impatience with the degree and pace of change in educational institutions
is understandable,

Outward Bound should recognize that in order to be

successful it must move at a pace which is consistent with the operations
of the school.

At the same time the schools should be aware that they

have to be willing to undergo some process of self-examination and change
if they want the program to be effective.

Many people within Outward

Bound are well aware of the differences between their mode of operation
and that of the public and private school.

Robert Lentz of the National

Outward Bound Office has stated:
Outward Bound must be careful to respect the philosophy and
style of individual schools. We will work within the goals and
terms of a school a^ it has defined them. We can't set up their
goals and criteria.
Joseph Nold, director of the Colorado Outward Bound School, is

another who is aware of this problem.

He said,

Conversation with Robert Lentz, Education Coordinator, Outward
Bound,

Inc., Reston, Va., March 17, 1971.
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Our main difficulty was our impatience with
the way decisions
were made in a public school. We tend to make
decisions pretty
quickly because we don't have so much structure
in our organization
but a public school is dif f erent--you need
different techniques
there.
Our tactic now is to expose the teachers and
administrators
to our program and philosophy-then turn the
responsibility to
design a program over to them.
The fruits of this kind of "soft sell" policy are readily
apparent
in the case of East High School already mentioned where
teachers have

designed a program (using Outward Bound as
specific desires and interests.

a consultant)

which meets their

The point is then that Outward Bound can

expose teachers and administrators to their techniques and philosophy,
but the school personnel itself should be responsible for the goals and

direction of its particular program.

Point of Entrance

Given that schools operate in differing ways and change at varying
paces, what is the optimum point of entrance for an Outward Bound pro-

gram?

Just as Outward Bound must respect the philosophy and goals of

the educational institution, there are some institutions which are not

ready to accept Outward Bound and Outward Bound should not become in-

volved in what can be a quagmire of trivial rules and petty regulations.

There is no set answer to this question, but

I

suspect there are a few

guidelines which Outward Bound might look for as more and more schools

become interested in their programs.

Certainly uppermost in mind is that any program entering

a school

must have the support of the chief decision-making officer; in most cases

^Conversation by telephone with Joseph Nold, Director, Colorado
Outward Bound, Denver, Colo., March 5, 1971.
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this is the principal or headmaster.

He is the man who can clear away

the bureaucratic hangups which can numb and stultify a program.

He can

alter the schedule, get the permission, grant the excuse time
and open
the channels for the program.

As educational leader of the school, he

can provide the morale and enthusiasm which is crucial to

a

new or in-

novative program and which can gain the support of the faculty.

The

principals of East High and Woodward High (Toledo, Ohio) have both taken
part in Outward Bound experiences and are ardent supporters of experiential activities.

The headmaster of Webb School went with the students

to the North Carolina Outward Bound program.

The head of the Upper

School at Germantown Friends school participated with the students in

their Outward Bound program.

The superintendent-principal at Lincoln-

Sudbury High School is a strong advocate of Outward Bound in his school.
He is now on the board of one of the Outward Bound schools.

program wishing to gain

a

Thus, any

strong foothold in a school must seek to gain

the open support of the principal or headmaster.

Faculty support is also an important ingredient to look for as a

program enters a school.

Scheduling, time spent in classes or extra-

curricular activities will be affected by the implementation of an Outward Bound program and the degree of the success of the program.

Con-

sequently, Outward Bound should seek situations where there is already
that the
some faculty support or at the very least a strong likelihood

program will gain some measure of faculty support.

This support is

and
important not simply because the program will affect classtime

province of the
schedule, but because the program should become the
faculty.

program.
As already mentioned, it should become their

Ob-
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viously, there is no fixed number of faculty which
should be pro-Outward
Bound before the Outward Bound staff should enter the
school.

faculty members have varying degrees of influence.

Different

This is simply a

matter to which the Outward Bound staff must be sensitive.
Certainly there should be some sense of commitment on the part of
a school system before an Outward Bound program should enter.

This

commitment might represent faculty participation, time available during

normal school day for program development and evaluation, funds for

equipment or transportation or staff remuneration.

A school system

should be willing to send a number of teachers to Outward Bound seminars
or courses.

There must be a base of knowledge and support within

school for the program to have a chance of success and impact.

a

Systems

willing to release or compensate groups of teachers for Outward Bound
programs should be given top priority by Outward Bound.

These factors

should be part of the over-all equation determining just what the opti-

mum point of entrance for Outward Bound

is.

Whether or when a program or outside organization should enter
school system is at best a difficult dilemma.

a

This evaluation is not

suggesting that Outward Bound seek only the flexible, innovative and

progressive schools for placing its efforts.

However, there are schools

which are more ready than others to undergo the kinds of questioning
and self-examination which generally arise from the type of program and

philosophy which Outward Bound represents.

Rather than dispensing their

energy in a whirlwind attempt to reform all of education, Outward Bound
schools
in recognition of the factors previously cited should choose

questioning
where there is a reasonable chance of receiving an open and
ear.
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Development of the Program

As soon as it is safe or possible. Outward Bound
should leave the

direction and development of the program in a school to
the school personnel itself.

This recommendation has really been implied in the first

section of this chapter.

Outward Bound, if only because of the factors

of time and money, cannot afford to run programs for a great
number of
schools.

The schools themselves should take over as much as possible

the direction and implementation of the programs.

It is important that

the programs reflect the specific interests, needs and desires of the

students and staff at a school, whether they be white, black, rich or
poor, urban or rural.

Throughout its association with a school, Outward

Bound should seek to train the school staff in the necessary skills whether it be in the areas of wilderness skills or curriculum development

ideas, so that Outward Bound can leave one school with a program not

dependent on Outward Bound staff.

After an initial testing and learning

period, Outward Bound should play an increasing role of consultant or
advisor, leaving more and more of the direction and implementation
the faculty of the school.

to

At Sterling School, the faculty and admin-

istration have taken what they wish from Outward Bound and gone the directions they wished.

At Lincoln- Sudbury, several staff members are

equipped to handle the wilderness and safety skills necessary, and thus
they run their own programs, with advice from Outward Bound.

At Trenton

High School, the science department in conjunction with a former Outward
Bound instructor have developed a program of science enrichment.

I

think

it both economical and philosophically sound that as much as possible
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the Outward Bound program be turned over to
the school staff or personnel.
It should be mentioned that this does not
mean that all school staff in-

volved with an Outward Bound program activity must
have advanced wilderness skills.

The Outward Bound program may take any number of
directions,

some of which do not necessarily require wilderness skills.

Experiential

learning does not have to take place in the wilderness.

As a Special Program

Some thought should be taken about the placement in the school of an

Outward Bound program.

If it is only a special program for a select few

(disadvantaged, super- achievers, etc.) then it may well remain outside
the mainstream of the school program.

If Outward Bound is to play a role

in changing the fundamental process of education within a school, it

should strive to become more than simply a dumping ground for special

students for which the school has no program.

If this is the only way

the program can enter, then Outward Bound will have to weigh its chances
of survival or success, but this evaluator believes it should seek to

draw as many students as possible from different backgrounds within the
school, and try to be placed in the regular curriculum of the school.

Dissemination of Information

Outward Bound has done an admirable job of disseminating information
about its program to educational institutions.

Its newsletter, "What's

Happening" includes a number of contributions from schools describing
the ways they have implemented Outward Bound techniques and philosophy.

Every effort should be made to increase the number of contributors to
this magazine as it represents a vehicle for advising and sharing in what
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can be done with an Outward Bound program.
is an expense, but a worthwhile one.

The preparation and mailing

Schools having Outward Bound Pro-

grams might take some of the responsibilities for sharing their percep-

tions and advice with other schools in the same general locale.

A con-

ference might be held every so often in different locales to bring to-

gether schools with Outward Bound programs to share with each other the

methods and directions which their programs have taken.

While this re-

port advocates that Outward Bound, after an initial period of introduction
and generation,

should withdraw from a school, this reviewer believes that

lines of communication remain open between the school and Outward Bound.

Information sessions should be held and time set aside for joint evaluation and interpretation.

Conclusion

In summary, the preceding points have not been criticism pointed at

Outward Bound or the schools so much as they have points of consideration
for the future relationships between Outward Bound and the schools.

The

points are not specific because there are no set prescribed rules for

governing relationships.

These have been set down as points of considera-

tion based on the experiences which Outward Bound and the schools have

had together.

They are guidelines which Outward Bound and the schools

further
should reflect upon and be aware of as Outward Bound seeks to
its impact on the nature of education.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION

Several generalizations can be made as to the nature of the impact

which Outward Bound has had on the high schools with which it has been
involved.

It has affected a number of areas within the structure of a

school-teachers, relationships, students, curriculum.

This report has

attempted to describe and examine some of the recurring and frequent

developments which have resulted in some schools which have adopted Out-

ward Bound programs.

The Outward Bound programs have served a variety

of functions in different schools but the following conclusions might
be drawn about its role and impact.

As Catalyst

Once Outward Bound programs have been introduced and implemented

within

a school,

they seem to serve in the role of a catalyst.

The

Outward Bound process does serve to raise questions about the standard
educational programs present in many schools.

It challenges several

notions about scheduling, curriculum, requirements, student- teacher
relationships, strictly cognitive curricula, and performance criteria
to mention a few.

Frequently schools are changed as they revise their

questionnormal procedures and implement new programs in light of this
ing.

lead to a
Once the process of self-examination is begun it can

thorough study and revision of the school policies.

Too, once one in-

effect.
novation is introduced, it can lead to a snowballing

Because
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the quality of the relationship between students
and teachers is improved

(more trust, sensitivity) the atmosphere or climate
in the classroom is

altered and different types of activities or topics
can be pursued or

different techniques can be used.

As more and more classrooms are changed,

the over-all climate of the school is altered.

The Outward Bound program

has often served to stimulate and foster the professional
development of

members of the school faculty.

Many times teachers are anxious to try

something new and Outward Bound can serve as the vehicle needed to release
their creativity and imagination.

Individual talents have found a place

to serve in Outward Bound programs.

In numerous instances,

the Outward

Bound activity has brought teachers together who have gone on to design

programs of their own.

It has served as a vehicle to release and channel

the concern which many teachers feel about the direction their school is

going and help them to establish

a

new direction.

Perhaps this catalytic

role is Outward Bound's most, significant function within a school.

Areas

of discontent and questioning are opened and solutions begin to emerge and
are tried.

Murray Durst, the executive director of Outward Bound, Inc.,

sees the organization in this role.

He says, "Outward Bound is a process

which facilitates an educational process within

a school.""*"

Kurt Hahn, the founder of Outward Bound often spoke of the program
as a force of "ignition."

Thus, Outward Bound programs have served to

stimulate some schools and teachers into the process of self-examination
and evaluation.

If the problem in our schools is one of "mindlessness"

(as Charles Silberman says),

then the implementation of Outward Bound

"^Conversation with Murray Durst, Executive Director, Outward Bound,
Inc., Reston, Va. , Jan. 17, 1971.
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programs Is one way to move schools In
the direction of self-examination.

Experiential Education

In a good number of cases, as indicated
throughout this report,

Outward Bound has legitimized and provided sanction
for the progressive

notion of learning by doing.

Activity and experiences (reality testing)

have played a diminishing role in classrooms as teachers
feel more and

more pressure to get up to World War II, finish the book,
or prepare the
student for college chemistry.

Ourward Bound represents

a

refreshing return to a spirit of involve-

ment, action and decision-making which is all too lacking in public and

private schools.

Again, Silberman suggests that,

the teacher's role must change in other and equally profound
ways.
There must be far less telling on the part of teachers, and
far more doing on the part of students.
.

.

.

The training in wilderness skills, survival, and rescue, plus the

emphasis on service are all ways in which the Outward Bound program in-

corporates the notion of "learning by doing."

The essence of the Outward

Bound program is for the student to learn through a direct confrontation

with the situation or problem.

The live-in, work- study programs described

in this report are all examples of how experience has become a vehicle
for instruction in many programs within schools.

As an increasing number

of students complain about the sterile curriculum and demand more rele-

vant and individual programs, the Outward Bound process can offer

o

a

Charles Silberman, Crisis in The Classroom (Random House, New
York, 1970) p. 218.
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dynamic and realistic alternative.

Curriculum Reform

Outward Bound programs, once implemented within a school,
have often

proved to be a vehicle for curriculum reform.

Not only have they gener-

ated attempts to introduce more activity into the
classroom or curriculum,

the programs have also served to bring questions of personal
development
and individual values into the classroom.

Questions of personal self-

Vcrth are part of the result an Outward Bound program tries to achieve;
and where it has been successful, confidence, maturity, self-examination

have become the legitimate concern of the curriculum.

Both teachers and

students are confronted with these questions as they participate in the

Outward Bound activities.

Because it deals with the growth and develop-

ment of individuals. Outward Bound can serve to bring these topics into
the curriculum of the school.

Human Relations

For institutions faced with human relations problems, the racial

strife at East High for example, Outward Bound can serve to bring opposing groups together and initiate dialogue and interaction between them.

In many of the Outward Bound activities, the participants must relate
to each other,

live and work together if they are to survive.

Because

there is frequently stress or danger involved, conventional social defenses are down and the participants learn about each other quickly and
deeply.

Having survived and/or succeeded, they are more ready to dis-

cuss and work toward the solution of their own problems together.

The
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activities stimulate a climate of acceptance, knowledge and
tolerance.

The tension and/or docility which is prevalent in classrooms
in many
schools could be lessened with such a program of interaction.
For some individual students and teachers, Outward Bound programs

have been of proven value.

ment and reward.
teaching.

Students have found a sense of accomplish-

Teachers have discovered new dimensions in their

Insofar as these individuals become excited about education

and their role in education, schools become better places for both

students and teachers. To this degree. Outward Bound has had an impact

on the nature of schools.
Finally, then, Outward Bound serves as a significant educational
force.

It can function on a variety of levels and be interpreted in

many ways.

As schools seek answers to the frustrations which they face,

Outward Bound represents a process which has the potential to help the
schools become more relevant and help them begin the process of change

toward humane, sensitive institutions concerned with the education of

children and adults.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A is a brief description of the Outward Bound-related
programs in the twelve high schools involved in this paper.

Included

are the names of the principal director of the Outward Bound activities
at each of the schools, along with a list of the schools used in this

study.

It is hoped that this list might be of use to those seeking

more information about any one specific program.

The reports and

studies used in this analysis are all available either from the schools

involved or from the national office of Outward Bound, Reston, Va.
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Name of School:

Director:

Program:

Adams City High School
Adams County School District 14
4720 E. 69th Avenue
Commerce City, Colorado 80022
L. Arnold,

Director of Secondary Instruction

The Outward Bound program has evolved into the "Dare to Care"

program and now into the "Action-Interaction Curriculum."

The main

components of the program are:
1.

Homecraft House.

"Special education students under the direction

of the teacher began with a very run down and abused house and within a

nine-month period of time completely refurnished the structure both inside
and

out."’*’

2.

Community Service.

Students are assigned to work in a variety

of community agencies including Headstart, mental health clinics, mentally
retarded centers, orphanages, etc.
3.

Special Occupational Need.

This project provides low- achieving

students with opportunities to work in on-the-job experiences.

Classroom

instruction is also given.
4.

Sixth Grade Science Enrichment.

This program includes field

trips to collect and identify plant and animal life which is then used
for study in the regular science curriculum.
5.

Mountaineering Program.

In this activity, students learn a

variety of mountaineering skills and are able to utilize skills on several expeditions.
6.

River Trip.

A four-day river trip for teachers and students

math,
include activities which relate to biology, geology, history,

1969-70, p.
'Title III ESEA "Action-Interaction Curriculum" Report

2
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English, inter-personal communications, adventure and challenge
are a

part of the focus of this trip.
7

•

Mini Program.

A special category under which provision can be

made for special experiences relating to the regular curriculum.
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Name of School;

Winston Churchill High School
1850 Barley Hill Road
Eugene, Oregon 97405

Principal Director:

C. W.

Zollinger, principal of the school; J. Clyde,

vice principal (he has taken part in the first Churchill Challenge); M.

A.

Smith, guidance counselor (she took part in the first Churchill Challenge

and is in the process of preparing a report on its effects).

Program:

In May 1970, fifty juniors and six faculty members took part in

a 21-day Outward Bound program run by the Northwest Outward Bound School.

Plans for 1971 included all four high schools in Eugene.

One hundred sixty

students and sixteen faculty will participate in another 21-day Outward

Bound experience run by the Northwest Outward Bound School.

Several teach-

ers and students have also attended the regular summer Outward Bound

courses.

Outdoor programs have been expanded in the elementary schools

with several who participated in the Churchill Challenge working with the
elementary school students and teachers.

A steering committee for outdoor programs has also been established
as well as an outdoor coordinator.
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Name of School:

Concord-Carlisle Regional High School
Concord, Massachusetts

P rincipal Director:

J.

Eten, teacher; J. McCelland, teacher of

physical education.
Program:

Several teachers and students have been to the regular summer

Outward Bound Courses.
Several short expeditions and outings have been run throughout the

school year--weekends, vacations.

There is a Canoe and Kayak Club.

A one-week ecology field trip to Wellfleet was established involving
four teachers and approximately twenty students.

During the summer three trips were arranged--Androscoggin River
(canoe trip), Mount Katahdin (climbing trip) and Cape Cod (bicycling
and hiking trip)

A longer trip during the summer of 1971 was planned involving
students and teachers.
Several teachers are using experiential techniques in their classrooms.

A course in values has been initiated.
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Name of School:

East High School
1545 Detroit Street
Denver, Colorado 80206

Principal Director:

Robert Colwell, Principal; Craig Spillman,

Coordinator of Senior Seminar.
Program:

Several teachers and students have taken part in the regular

Outward Bound School courses.
The Senior Seminar and other activities have already been described
in Chapter V.

To obtain a complete report on the Senior Seminar, write

to East High School.
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Name of School:

Germantown Friends School
31 West Coulter Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144

Principal Director:

John Emerson, head of upper school

Program

:

Two Outward Bound programs were initiated in 1970-71.

The

first was a three-day experience on the Rancocas River in New Jersey for
all seventh grade students and faculty.

The second, a three-day experi-

ence at the Delaware Water Bay in Pennsylvania for all tenth grade stu-

dents and faculty.

Both expeditions were directed by Phil Costello,

Director of Project USE, Building A, Warren Plaza West, Highstown, New
Jersey.

Some teachers have participated in Outward Bound Seminars and are

using experiential techniques in their classrooms.
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Name of School:

Lincoln- Sudbury Regional High School
390 Lincoln Road
Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776

Principal Director:

W. Ruliffson,

superintendent-principal; J. Kleiser,

athletic director.
Program:

Several faculty (including the whole physical education depart-

ment) have attended the regular Outward Bound School courses.

Several programs have been initiated in the last three years.

programs vary in length.

These

The programs are run during school time, after

school, weekends, vacations, and summer.

has been built on the campus.

Typical Outward Bound equipment

Their Nimbus Course includes rock climbing,

kayak and canoe work, expeditions, drownproofing, etc.

The program is

available to all students and many students and teachers have taken part.
An alternate semester program is available for juniors which will be
similar to the East High Senior Seminar.
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Name of School:

Minnetonka High School
Route 6, Box 356
Excelsior, Minnesota 55331

Principal Director:

G.

Program:

B.

Schultenover

Outward Bound is involved in two special programs which the

school has implemented.
School.

Cox,

SWAS (School Within a School) and the Mini-

Expeditions and wilderness training have been a part of the

program for the students.

The programs begin with a ten-day canoe trip.

Several teachers and students have attended the regular Outward

Bound courses.
teachers.

Outward Bound Workshops have also been held for the

Credit is granted to the faculty for participating in Outward

Bound courses.

Travel-study expeditions (two-three weeks) have been led in

Appalachia and the Grand Canyon.
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Name of School:

Saint Alban's School
Washington, D. C.

Principal Directors:

J.

Program:

Kielsmeier, D. Hull and M. Forsythe

The Voyageur Activity Program is a program of kayaking or rock

climbing available to all high school students as an alternative in the
physical edcuation program.
The Voyageur

I is

designed for tenth and eleventh grade students

to take special study or service projects during the year.

Training in

outdoors and related skills is offered and several weekend and vacation
expeditions are held.

An ecology unit is taught in the eighth grade which involves several
academic disciplines and involves an expedition to the beach.
Several seniors, along with seniors from Cordoza High School in

Washington are attending

a

program at the North Carolina Outward Bound

School for their Science Project.

A Lone School Outing Clinic

is being formed.
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Name of School:

Principal Directors:
J.

Sterling School
Craftsburg Common, Vermont
S.

05827

Wright, Assistant to President, faculty member;

Stebbins, Headmaster; W. Bermingham, President.

Program:

Outward Bound program and philosophy is inculcated into
many

of the aspects of the school and is already described in
Chapter V.

An

extensive and vigorous program of wilderness training, conservation
leadership, expeditions, and solo is part of each student's regular
school program of study.

The Short Course is a program of wilderness training and expeditions

made available to students from other school systems.
Some excellent printed materials describing the programs at Sterling
are available from the school.
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Name of School:

Toledo Board of Education
Manhattan and Elm
Toledo, Ohio 43608

Principal Directors:

W. Tapola,

director of Outdoor Education; F. Dick,

superintendent; T. Szelagowski, principal of Woodward High School.
Program:

The School system has actively sought (and gathered) funds

(Title

ESEA) to send students, teachers, and administrators to regular

I,

Outward Bound courses.
The administration has initiated a department of Outdoor Education

which is running a variety of programs for different schools in the
system.

As well as running expeditions and camping trips, they are

developing curriculum to help teachers use the outdoors as a regular
part of instruction.

Woodward High School, in particular, has several students and
teachers,

(and the principal) who have attended Outward Bound Schools.

They have also initiated an Outward Bound Club whose primary objectives
are to develop community service projects.

This past spring, ten teachers, an assistant principal, and three

community workers took part in a special Outward Bound trip to Mexico.
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Name of School:

Trenton High School
Trenton, New Jersey

Principal Directors:

P.

Costello, director, Project USE; Warren Plaza,

West Hightstown, New Jersey
Program:

A three-year grant in 1966 from a variety of sources places

the Outward Bound program under the direction of Phil Costello in the
school for three years.
ing,

A wide variety of activities

— wilderness

train-

expeditions, work study, and community service were developed.

Funding ran out in 1970.
This year. Outward Bound activities (called a Day in Another

Environment), are run as an extension of the Science curriculum.

Other

high schools and Trenton State College send personnel on these trips.
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Name of School:

Webb-Bell Buckle School
Bell Buckle, Tennessee 37020

Principal Directors:

C.

Hartbarger, Athletic Director; K. Stuckey,

headmaster.
Program:

Started in 1970, sixteen senior boys plus the athletic director

and headmaster attended a course at the North Carolina Outward Bound
School.

In 1971, the program was opened to both juniors and seniors.

Several activities in the physical education program incorporate

concepts from Outward Bound.
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The following is a list of schools used in this study

Public Urban

East High School

Denver, Colorado

Toledo Board of Education

Toledo, Ohio

Trenton High School

Trenton, New Jersey

Public Suburban

Churchill High School

Eugene, Oregon

Concord-Carlisle Regional High School

Concord, Massachusetts

Lincoln- Sudbury Regional High School

Sudbury, Massachusetts

Minnetonka High School

Excelsior, Minnesota

Private Boarding
St. Alban's School

Washington,

Sterling School

Craftsbury Common, Vermont

Webb School

Bell-Buckle, Tennessee

D.

C.

Private Day

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Germantown Friends School

Special

Adams City High School*

Combines students from urban, suburban

Commerce City, Colorado

and rural population.
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APPENDIX B

Appendix B is a list of the questions raised with administrators,
teachers, students, parents. Outward Bound staff, and others during the

course of this study.
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Questions Used in Interviews

The following list of questions formed the basis
for the personal

interviews which

I

conducted with administrators, teachers, guidance

personnel, students, and parents.

The format of the question varied

slightly depending upon the position of person who was being
interviewed.
What were the principal reasons for your involvement with Out-

1.

ward Bound?

What form did this involvement or association with Outward Bound

2.

take?

Who initiated this involvement?

What programs were developed?

process?
3.

Who participated in the planning

Who implemented the program?
To what degree, if any, did members of your faculty, adminis-

tration, student body, parent body participate in the planning and im-

plementation processes?

Were there any tensions between these groups

and the Outward Bound staff?
4.

By what means did you finance the programs?

How many of the

programs and activities were dependent upon equipment and transportation?
5.

Did the program have any effects or result in any changes in

your school?

If so, what effects, changes?

Why or in what way are you

able to attribute these changes to the Outward Bound activity?
6.

Was the Outward Bound program planned for any single group in

your school?
7.

Did it attract any single group?

Where did the program take place--at your school, at the Out-

ward Bound school, in another environment?
8.

Is the program’s existence dependent on any single individual?

Why or why not?
9.

activity?

What efforts have been made to involve non-participants in the
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10.

Have any of your personal values been changed as a result
of

the Outward Bound activity?
11.

If yes, which ones?

Has the Outward Bound activity affected your behavior, per-

formance in or out of school in any way?
12.

activity?
13.

If so, how?

What were your objectives in participating in the Outward Bound

Which ones, if any, were met?
Did you face any problems in selling the program to parents,

school committee, students, faculty, administration?
14.

What changes had to be effected in the normal school day in

order for the program to be implemented?

Did these changes have any

further implications for your program?
15.

What were the negative components (results) of the Outward

Bound activity?
16.

What were the successes?

Did the Outward Bound staff implement their program in con-

junction with the wishes, goals and objectives of your staff?
devised your own program now?

Have you

To what degree, if any, do you run your

own program?
In the same form?

17.

Will the activity continue next year?

18.

What, if any, changes in your total school curriculum have

been made as a result of the Outward Bound activity?

Have any departments

in particular been eiffected by the Outward Bound activity

education for example?

physical
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A variety of sources have been useful to me in this
analysis of the
impact which Outward Bound has had on twelve high schools.
(1)

background material on the nature and history of the Outward
Bound

experience,
(3)

Sources include

(2)

previous studies evaluating the Outward Bound experience,

documents from the schools involved with Outward Bound,
funding from schools utilizing Outward Bound programs,

with people from the schools involved with Outward Bound,

(4)

(5)

(6)

proposals
discussions

firsthand

participation in and observation of the projects at the twelve schools,
and (7) letters received from school personnel.

In addition, a number of

books have had an impact on this analysis indirectly, as these readings
have influenced the perspective from which

I

have viewed the schools and

their programs.

Background material.

Two works of special significance in gathering

data on the history and nature of Outward Bound are:

English Progressive

Schools by Robert Skidelsky (Pelican Books; England 1969) and Joseph Nold's

unpublished manuscript.

Robert Skidelsky traces the history and evaluation

of the concept of Outward Bound as an outgrowth of the educational philosophy of Kurt Hahn, the founder of Outward Bound.

Skidelsky analyzes the

philosophy and early practice of Outward Bound in its first schools in
Scotland and England.
Joseph Nold

,

in his unpublished manuscript (1970), describes the

history of Outward Bound with special emphasis on its growth and development in the United States.

His manuscript analyzes the philosophy of
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Outward Bound and the different components of the
traditional Outward
Bound course and their significance.

Both Skidelsky's and Nold's works

are essential to an understanding of the philosophy and
character of the

Outward Bound movement.
One further book on Outward Bound should be mentioned.

Jenerd's Adventuring Outward Bound

a

Michael

manual (Lansdowne Press, Melbourne,

Australia, 1967) is a precise handbook of skills, techniques and practices
of Outward Bound instructors.

"What's Happening" is a quarterly journal put together by the national

office of Outward Bound and contains articles from school administrators
and teachers in which they describe and evaluate their use of Outward

Bound activities in their schools.

This journal is especially helpful in

gaining insights into how Outward Bound has affected programs in schools.
The activities suggest ways in which teachers and program leaders have

been influenced by an involvement with the Outward Bound program and how
Outward Bound activities can be adapted to the special situations in

a

school setting.

There are several articles in national magazines describing the
effects of Outward Bound training on youth which have been helpful in

providing background material on what Outward Bound can do.

becomes a man.

A rough new school makes over

Eppidge (Life, New York, August

7,

"Marshmallow

bumbling boy," by Bill

a

1964) describes the effect of a boy's

"Outward Bound.

participation at the Colorado Outward Bound School.
Rugged Challenge for Teenagers" by Lydia Lawrence,
Pleasantville, April 1963) is a similar article.

"Aspen Colorado: The Enduring Frontier Spirit"

(

(

Reader's Digest,

James Reston'

s

editorial

New York Times, September

4,
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1970) describes the efforts of the Colorado
Outward Bound School to adapt
its wilderness survival program to youth
from urban ghettos.

Barbara LaFontaine in an article for Sports
Illustrated (July 11 and
18,

1966) describes the Outward Bound program for
girls at the Minnesota

Outward Bound School.

She took part in all the activities of the
course

and describes the impact of the process both on
herself and the other girls.
She does a particularly good job of analyzing the
effects of the solo and

also suggests the implications the program can have for
females.

Speeches by Kurt Hahn, the founder of Outward Bound, are another
re-

source for background material on Outward Bound.

Several excerpts from

his speeches are reprinted in both Skidelsky's and Nold's works.

In addi-

tion, two important speeches at Harvogate, England (1965) and at Horace

Mann School (no date available) describe the various elements of an Outward Bound course and their significance.

The speeches are punctuated

with examples from his experience running Outward Bound courses.
Elizabeth Rudulph and James Lustenader wrote an article published by
the Time Education Program (division of Time Magazine, Issue No.

describe the Outward Bound program at Dartmouth College.

5)

which

The article

relates the Outward Bound process to the philosophy of William James.
Two films made by Outward Bound and available from the national office

in Reston, Virginia, are also helpful in gaining information on the five

schools existent in the United States.

While these films are basically

promotional in nature, they do serve to describe the nature and goals of
the program.

Also helpful to the author in gathering background material on the

Outward Bound program was my involvement as a participant-observer and
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consultant to the Dartmouth Outward Bound course for
teachers in the summer
of 1970.

This involvement helped to dramatize what

I

had read and heard,

and added a dimension of reality to the reading and discussions.

This pro-

vided the author the chance to see and feel firsthand what was
happening
to teachers as they went through the course.

Newspaper articles also furnish information and evaluation of the

Outward Bound activities in schools.

For example, several articles in

The Trentorian (Trenton, New Jersey, February 22, 1969 and April 27, 1970)

describe the outdoor activities run at the Trenton High School.

There

are also articles which describe the services the students provided in
the hospital emergency room, the fire service and the ambulance detail
as a part of Trenton's Action Bound program.

Numerous articles also have

appeared in the Denver Post on both the Adams County High School and East
High.

Previous studies.

I,

have assisted Dr. Glenn Ha^>ks (University of

Massachusetts) in his evaluation of Outward Bound Teacher's Courses
(Reston, Virginia, 1969).

In this evaluation

I

read over forty journals

from educators participating in the Outward Bound courses and interviewed

numerous administrators and teachers who had been involved with the
courses.

Participating in this evaluation proved helpful in gaining

some perspective on how Outward Bound has influenced adults and more

specifically how the program has influenced the behaviors of teachers.
Outward Bound, Incorporated, also made available to me a number of
their
compilations of reactions which school personnel have made about

seminars.

the
These seminars are brief one- to three-day exposures to

techniques of Outward Bound.

Two publications among the many available
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are,

"A Beautiful, Healthy, Clean, Bright Fear" and
"Maybe It Can Be Done."

These two publications are the results of one-day conferences
sponsored
by the Friends Council on Education (February 10, 1970, and
April 15,
1970).

These remarks suggest not only how Outward Bound techniques can

be used in a school environment, but further suggest that Outward Bound

practices can be effective in

a

short-term experience and can bring to-

gether diverse groups of students, parents, teachers and school administrators .

Previous studies of the effects of Outward Bound on youth were also

made available to me.

With the exception of the Hawke's study (1969) all

of these studies deal with the effect of Outward Bound on youth and represent studies of programs which were run at Outward Bound schools for a

certain group of youth.

The studies were useful in suggesting the kinds

of effect the Outward Bound experience might have but they do not relate

directly to this thesis as the reviewer was concerned with

a

broader sub-

ject than just the impact of an Outward Bound program on certain youth.
Two evaluations were done for the Massachusetts Youth Service who

sent sixty juvenile delinquents to Outward Bound programs.

The studies

were to determine if Outward Bound presented a realistic alternative to
standard institutional care.

Outward Bound and Education for Personal

Growth by Richard Katz (Harvard) and David Kolb (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology), 1967, is a description and analysis of the programs run
for the delinquent boys at three Outward Bound schools.

Both of the

saw firstwriters acted as participant-observers in the courses and thus

hand what Outward Bound tried to do with the boys.

Over one hundred

rationale for certain
pages in length, the study provides an excellent
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activities used in the course.

Outward Bound

The second study of this project entitled

Juvenile Delinquency Demonstration Project (May 1967) re-

ports and analyzes the results of the personality tests and the Jessness
Inventory tests administered to evaluate the adolescent boys.

Kelly and Daniel Baer both participated in this study.

Francis

From this project

they later wrote Outward Bound Schools as an Alternative to Institutionali-

zation for Adolescent Delinquent Boys (1968) cited earlier in the thesis.
Harold Schroeder (Princeton) and Robert Lee (Princeton) did a study
of urban youth who had participated in an Outward Bound course entitled

The Characterization and Effects o

f

Outward Bound Training (1967)

.

They

were interested in changes in achievement orientation, interest in others,
self-identity, ability to see self from others' perspectives.

Their con-

clusions, cited earlier, suggest that Outward Bound programs have the
potential to be successful for urban youth.
Reigh Wetmore studied, three hundred boys who participated at Hurricane
Island Outward Bound School to determine the effect of Outward Bound on

self-concept of adolescent boys and the influence of background on changes
in self-concept.

The Influence of Outward Bound Experience on

_the

Self-

Concept of Adolescent Boys (1970) is his unpublished doctoral dissertation

describing the study.
has
Joseph Nold, director of the Colorado Outward Bound School,

Corps trainees.
written a major report on the Outward Bound program for Job

Project at the Co lib ran Job
His work, Report on the Outward Bound Pilot
and impressionistic,
Corps Conservation Center (1966) though subjective

impact of Outward Bound on peris helpful in describing the intangible

with others.
sonality, self-awareness and communication
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All of the above-mentioned studies are available
from Outward Bound,
Inc., in Reston, Virginia.

Documents from schools involved in the study.

Over the period of

this analysis the author received numerous documents from the
schools

involved in the study.

These documents basically consist of reports

describing and evaluating the Outward Bound programs in operation at
those schools.
grams

Each school made available their reports on these pro-

.

Most notable among the body of these reports are two reports from
East High School, Denver, Colorado

A "Report to the Lawrence Phipps

Foundation on the Outward Bound Project in Each High School, Denver,
Colorado" (January 1969) is a complete survey of the goals and development of their program.

It includes descriptions of how the Outward Bound

program was adapted into that school situation, the spin-offs in terms
of curriculum development, and information on specifically just how to
set up such a program, including discussion of matters such as insurance

and liability, equipment needs, and providing information to parents.
The second report, "A Report on the East High School Senior Seminar"
(1970)

is a comprehensive and detailed study and evaluation of one program

which developed out of the association between East High School and the
Colorado Outward Bound School.

Some seventy pages in length, it includes

a description of the program goals and implementation.

Most important,

used in
it provides the reader with the tools of evaluation which were

this program and the results of the evaluations.

naires, and schedules are also appended.

Sample budgets, question-

This report more than any other

between Outsuggests the possible dimensions and scope of an association
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ward Bound and high schools.

(Both of these documents are available
from

East High School, Denver, Colorado.)

Churchill High School, Eugene, Oregon, made available

a report pre-

pared by Dan Sellard, reporter for a local newspaper, entitled
"Churchill

Challenge" (May 1970).

"Churchill Challenge" describes the program run

for Churchill High School by the Northwest Outward Bound Schools.

In

addition to a description of the program, it includes reactions and
evaluations from several students and teachers and the principal.
Reports from Adams County School District 14, Commerce City, Colorado, included three lengthy reports to Title III under whose grant their

Outward Bound program was funded.

These reports are written by staff,

board administrators, and outside consultants from Colorado State University.

The reports provide an excellent description of the many facets

of their program training and its three year history.
the evaluation devices used and their results.

The reports include

A reading of these reports

suggests the ways in which an Outward Bound process can be adapted in a
school.

They provide details of staffing problems, equipment needs, how

programs were initiated, and the differences in appeal which certain
activities have for various groups within the student body.
The literature published by the Sterling School (Craftsbury Common,
Vermont) includes two reports on their Outward Bound program and the

"short course" in outdoor leadership training which is run both for

Sterling students and public school students.

The text explains the

goals and purposes of the program, includes remarks from the faculty,

administration and students, and also includes some dramatic photographs.
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Lincoln- Sudbury Regional High School (Sudbury,
Massachusetts) has
several fine reports on their Nimbus programs of 1969
and 1970.

These

reports, like others, describe the goals and purposes of
the program and

discuss problems of funding, equipment, and travel.

The reports outline

in detail the types of activities, how to implement them, and
actual units

of curriculum designed around these activities.

There are suggestions

for setting up the initiative problems course and examples of how the

staff and students of Lincoln- Sudbury set up this course.

Proposals for funding from schools utilizing Outward Bound programs.

Proposals written by the schools to funding agencies and to local Boards
of Education also represent a source of information about these programs.
The proposals give an accurate picture of the intentions of the school,
the significance which they attach to the idea and the costs involved.

Proposals from Minnetonka High School (Minnesota) to the Board of Education for the establishment of "Quest Program" detail the uses of Outward

Bound activities in their "School within a School" project.

Lincoln-

Sudbury Regional High School, Churchill High School, East High School
and Adams County High School all have substantial proposals for their

projects.

For background information on the involvement of Outward Bound

and teacher education, a proposal from Outward Bound, Inc., to the Charles
E.

Merrill Trust (December

3,

1969) suggests how Outward Bound can be a

significant alternative to traditional processes of teacher preparation.
One other important proposal is the one for the establishment and funding

of "Proj ect Adventure" for Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
(Hamilton, Massachusetts, Fall 1970).

This proposal details how Outward

starting in
Bound activities could be implemented in the school district
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July 1971.

It reviews the studies which have been performed on Outward

Bound and suggests the dimensions that the project will have

teacher

training, curriculum development, local projects, applications in the
fields of ecology and community service.

well-detailed.

The suggested activities are

It is perhaps the best proposal this reviewer has seen

in terms of specific suggestions for how this type of experiential acti-

vity can be implemented into a standard school setting.

Discussions with people from schools involved with Outward Bound.
One of the most important sources of information contributing to this

analysis was the discussions, conversations and interviews held with

various school personnel at the twelve high schools.

The purpose of

these discussions was to question the participants on the value and

significance of the Outward Bound activities.
used in those discussions is appended.
of the twelve schools.

The list of questions

Discussions were held at each

School administrators, parents, students, Outward

Bound instructors and faculty all took part in some form of discussion
or interview.

At East High School, for example, the author met individually with

several teachers, the principal, two members of the Board of Education
and students.
staff,

I

also attended a meeting of Board members, administrative

faculty and students to review the Senior Seminar project.

A

informative
discussion with the principal, Robert Colwell, was especially
of his faculty
about the problems he faced in encouraging the support
and growth of the Outand about the role he played in the establishment

ward Bound involvement.

Bound
Joseph Nold, director of Colorado Outward

mistakes he felt were made
School, also spoke at length describing the
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by Outward Bound staff in dealings with East High
faculty.

I

sat in on

planning sessions held by faculty to design the next
Senior Seminar.
At Churchill High School the author met with the
principal, C. W.

Zollinger, vice-principal, John Clyde, and several faculty
members and

students both individually and collectively to discuss the
Churchill

Challenge program.

Of special help at Churchill was the guidance

counselor, Mary Smith, who participated in the Challenge program and

also was doing several follow up evaluations on the students involved.

The Northwest Outward Bound School staff also assisted in describing
the Challenge program.

William Byrd, the director, was especially help-

ful in his description of the history of the program.

He discussed how

the program was first developed, funded and implemented.
At Toledo, Ohio, the author met with Frank Dich, superintendent of
schools, who discussed his reasons for creating an Outdoor Education

program.

Wallace Tapola,. the director of the Outdoor Education program,

spent considerable time with me discussing the various involvements the

system has had with Outward Bound.

At Toledo, I also met with Ted Szelu-

gowski, principal of Woodward High School, who had attended an Outward

Bound course, and had been instrumental in sending faculty and students
from Woodward to Outward Bound courses.

The author also met with Victor

Flath, director of federal programs in the Toledo system, who was in

charge of raising money for the Outward Bound programs and directing
evaluations of the program.
At each of the twelve schools, interviews and discussions with

similar personnel took place.

The administrators were always most

and
helpful in setting up meetings, providing release time for staff
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students.

The above examples should give some idea of the number
and

position of the people interviewed at each of the schools.

Members of the National Outward Bound Office gave considerable
time and energy to this project.

Murray Durst, executive director of

Outward Bound, Inc., described a number of the problems which Outward
Bound has encountered in working with schools.

He is especially con-

cerned with the problem of imposing Outward Bound standards of operation

on public and private schools which operate on a different set of standards.

Robert Lentz, coordinator of education projects, met frequently

with me and discussed problems of funding and planning for Outward Bound
courses for educators and students from a particular school.

In addition,

Willi Unsoeld and Steve Gault were also involved in discussions.
Firsthand participation in and observation of Outward Bound projects.
In addition to discussions, I observed many of the Outward Bound activi-

ties firsthand.

At each of the schools

and extracurricular activities.

I

also visited several classes

Many times

I

observed classes of teachers

who had been involved in Outward Bound activities.

At Lincoln- Sudbury

Regional High School, the author observed several classes participating
in the initiative problems course built on the school grounds.

I

also

observed several physical education classes.
The author participated in the three-day Outward Bound activity run
by Phil Costello for the Germantown Friends School.

After the three-day

course, the author attended classes back at the school, held discussions
activities.
with faculty and students and generally observed the follow up
in proJohn Emerson, head of the Upper School, was especially helpful
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viding information on the students and assisting in the
operation of the
three- day program.

At Sterling School, the author observed the Short Course run
by

Sterling students and staff for students from a local public school.
This was an especially good example of students taking responsibility
for training other students.

W.

E.

Bermingham (president), John Stebbins

(headmaster) and Stephen Wright (director of Short Course) were all in-

strumental in providing background details and information about the
program.

Letters received from school personnel

.

Letters received in response

to a set of questions which I sent to the twelve schools also have been

of use to me in interpreting the impact of Outward Bound on the schools.
I

received answers from personnel from all the schools in the study; fre-

quently

I

received answers from the principal, or faculty members directly

involved in the project.

One of the most valuable letters received was

a letter from Robert

Colwell, principal of East High School (February 19, 1972).

In his letter

he discusses just what impact he feels the Outward Bound activities have
had in his school from the vantage point of the chief administrator of

the school.

He related some of the effects of the program on the curricu-

lum as well as on students and teachers.

John Clyde, vice-principal of Churchill High School (March 12, 1971)
their
wrote a long letter evaluating the impact of Outward Bound on

Churchill Challenge program.

He discussed problems of funding, the

and
development of new curriculum units mostly in the area of Ecology,

the plans for future involvement in this program.

Most interesting was
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the fact that the other three high schools in Eugene,
Oregon, are going
to join in the project with Churchill for next year.

Dr. John Stuart,

former principal of Adams County High School and

currently Associate Secretary of the American Association of School
Administrators, in his letter (March

2,

1971) describes the beginnings

and early development of the program with Colorado Outward Bound.

His

letter documents the jealousy and tension which arose between some members

of the faculty and the staff of Colorado Outward Bound.

Lester Arnold,

Director of Secondary Education of Adams County, also described this
tension (February 15, 1971)
Joe Kleiser, director of athletics, Lincoln- Sudbury Regional High
School,

(March 3, 1971) wrote of the impact which the Nimbus program has

had on their concept of physical education.

He describes the development

of the project, the methods of raising money and the ways in which they

developed their initiative test course.

Willard Rulifson, superintendent

of Lincoln- Sudbury High School (March 17, 1971) also wrote of the impact
the program had on the teachers and students.

The letters received from various school personnel have been helpful
in assessing the merits of Outward Bound- type activities in schools.

The

comments suggested further areas to follow up in discussions and phone

conversations later.
Indirectly, a number of books have contributed to this analysis.

My

over-all
evaluation of curriculum, teaching styles and behaviors of the
is to some
impact which Outward Bound has had in these twelve schools

degree shaped by the works which

I

primary sources already indicated.

have read as well as by the specific
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One very important work which has affected my view of schools is

Humanizing Schools new directions
Book Co., Inc., New York 1971).

,

new decisions by Douglas Heath (Hayden

In this book Dr. Heath, a Haverford

College professor of psychology, argues for an experiential approach to
education.

He claims our schools must involve students in action-oriented

and service-oriented projects.

He presents a strong rationale for experi-

ential education and several suggestions on how to remake the schools.
It is in the light of experiential education that I can see the relevance

of Outward Bound.

Experience and Education

,

John Dewey (Collier-MacMillan, London,

is a work which suggests that education should include periods of

1938)

action, reflection and analysis.

An educational program should incorporate

these three areas into its curriculum.

Again, this work is important for

its philosophic contribution in support of experiential education.

The educational authors of the 1960's have also helped to form my

over-all philosophy of education.

How Children Fail and How Children

Learn by John Holt (Pitman Publishing Corp., New York 1967); Summerhill
by A. S. Neill (Hart Publishing Co., New York 1960); Teaching As a Sub-

versive Activity by N. Postman and C. Weingartner (Dell Publishing Co.,

New York 1969); Teacher by Sylvia Ashton-Warner (Simon and Schuster, New

York 1963); Deschooling Society by
1970)

,

I.

Illich (Harper and Row, New York

critically
are among the works which have helped me to look more

at schools and their practices.

awareness of the
Several books have contributed to my increasing

minorities generally.
frustrations of the educational system for blacks and
New York 1968); Soul
Black Rage by W. Grier and P. Cobbs (Bantam Books,
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on Ice by E. Cleaver (McGraw-Hill, New York 1968); Manchild in the
Promised
Land b y C. Brown (MacMillan, New York 1965); The Autobiography of Malcolm
X
(Grove Press, New York 1967)

America by

S.

,

Carmichael and

Death At an Early Age by

J.

Black Power

:

The Politics of Liberation in

Hamilton (Random House, New York 1967);

C.

Kozol (Houghton-Mif f lin, Boston 1967); Our

Children Are Dying by N. Hentoff (Viking Press, New York 1966); The Way
It Spozed To Be by J. Herndon (Bantam Books, New York 1968);

Children

:

The Lives of

The Story of the First Street School by G. Dennison (Random

House 1969); An Empty Spoon by Sunny Decker (Harper and Row, New York 1969)
have all contributed to an understanding of the racism present in our
schools as well as an over-all lack of relevance in the curriculum to
the needs of students.

Most helpful in terms of an analysis of the faults of urban schools
and a presentation of alternatives is The Disadvantaged

Education by M. Fantini and

G.

:

Challenge to

Weinstein (Harper and Row, New York 1968).

Their later work Making Urban Schools Work (Holt Rinehart, New York 1968)

proposes a three-tiered model for schools which includes both the affective
and cognitive domain, but pays special attention to the affective area.

Toward Humanistic Education

:

A Curriculum of Affect edited by

G.

Weinstein

develops their
and M. Fantini (Praeger Publishers, New York 1970) further

ideas on humanistic curriculum.

Both these writers have influenced me

identity and self-worth of
to believe in curricula which deals with the
the learners.

Values and Teaching by L. Raths, M. Harmin, and

S.

Simon (Merrill

several teaching strategies
Publishing Co., Columbus, Ohio 1966) suggested

examine curriculum.
to me which have been important as I
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Education and Ecstasy by

G.

Leonard (Dell Publishing Co., New York

1968) was meaningful for its suggestion of the power which curriculum

might have.

His chapter on the students reading the Peloponnesian Wars

,r

(

We Find Johnny'') in the year 2001 is an example of the role schools

can play in sensitizing students to the problems of society.

Crisis in the Classroom

:

The Remaking of American Education by C.

Silberman (Random House, New York 1970) presents

a case for a

more ex-

periential approach to teacher preparation, especially for teachers who

wish to work in open schools.

His descriptions of the activities at the

North Dakota New School were valuable.

The training of teachers through

whereby teachers teach themselves is very much the idea of

a process

Outward Bound learning by doing.
Wind

,

Sand and Stars by A. de Saint Exupery (Harcourt, Brace and

World, Inc., New York 1939) and Man'

s

Search for Meaning by V. Frankl

(Washington Supreme Press,. New York 1963) are both works which students
are encouraged to read prior to or while attending an Outward Bound

experience.

In both works the reader gets a feeling of the comradeship

which can develop among people under severe conditions of stress.
ward Bound incorporates stress into many of its activities as

developing trust and allegiance among participants.

a

Out-

means of

The two books con-

some of
tribute to an understanding of the motives and intentions behind

the Outward Bound activities.

York 1960) and
Paul Goodman, Growing Up Absurd (Random House, New

New Reformation

:

New
Notes of a Neolithic Conservative (Random House,

Adolescent (Beacon Press,
York) and Edgar Friedenberg, The Vanishing
be presented with realistic
Boston 1959) present arguments why youth must
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challenges if they are to develop into maturity.

Both men support the

notion that schools must encourage students to spend time working in their
community.

Both support the notion of students taking greater responsibility

for the direction of their education and lives in general.

In summary, then, sources include a variety of people whose discussions

have helped enormously in the findings of this thesis.

Papers, proposals,

reports and previous studies from the schools involved and Outward Bound,
Inc., have also contributed; these are all available from me or from Out-

ward Bound, Inc., Reston, Virginia.

In addition, I have cited the books

which have most influenced the views from which

I

have looked upon these

schools and the impact which Outward Bound activities has had upon them.

